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Probabilistic logic programming is increasingly important in artificial intelligence and related fields
as a formalism to reason about uncertainty. It generalises logic programming with the possibility of
annotating clauses with probabilities. This paper proposes a coalgebraic perspective on probabilistic
logic programming. Programs are modelled as coalgebras for a certain functor F, and two semantics
are given in terms of cofree coalgebras. First, the cofree F-coalgebra yields a semantics in terms
of derivation trees. Second, by embedding F into another type G, as cofree G-coalgebra we obtain
a “possible worlds” interpretation of programs, from which one may recover the usual distribution
semantics of probabilistic logic programming.
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1 Introduction
Probabilistic logic programming (PLP) [23, 5, 25] is a family of approaches extending the
declarative paradigm of logic programming with the possibility of reasoning about uncer-
tainty. This has been proven useful in various applications, including bioinformatics [6, 22],
robotics [27] and the semantic web [29].
The most common version of PLP – on which for instance ProbLog is based [6], the
probabilistic analogue of Prolog – is defined by letting clauses in programs to be annotated
with mutually independent probabilities. As for the interpretation, distribution semantics [25]
is typically used as a benchmark for the various implementations of PLP, such as pD, PRISM
and ProbLog [24]. In this semantics, the probability of refuting a goal in a program is
obtained as a sum of the probabilities of the possible worlds (sets of clauses) in which the goal
is refutable. The distribution semantics is particularly interesting because it is compatible
with the encoding of Bayesian networks as probabilistic logic programs [24], thus indicating
that PLP can be effectively employed for Bayesian reasoning.
The main goal of this work is to present a coalgebraic perspective on PLP and its distribution
semantics. We first consider the case of ground programs, that is, those without variables.
Our approach is based on the observation – inspired by the coalgebraic treatment of “pure”
logic programming [16] – that ground programs are in 1-1 correspondence with coalgebras
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for the functorMprPf , whereMpr is the finite multiset functor on [0, 1] and Pf is the finite
powerset functor. We then provide two coalgebraic semantics for ground PLP.
The first interpretation J−K is in terms of execution trees called stochastic derivation trees,
which represent parallel SLD-derivations of a program on a goal. Stochastic derivation
trees are the elements of the cofreeMprPf -coalgebra on a given set of atoms At, meaning
that any goal A ∈ At can be given a semantics in terms of the corresponding stochastic
derivation tree by the universal property map J−K to the cofree coalgebra.
The second interpretation 〈〈−〉〉 recovers the usual distribution semantics of PLP. This
requires some work, as expressing probability distributions on the possible worlds needs a
different coalgebra type. We introduce distribution trees, a tree-like representation of the
distribution semantics, as the elements of the cofree D≤1PfPf -coalgebra on At, where
D≤1 is the sub-probability distribution monad. In order to characterise 〈〈−〉〉 as the map
given by universal property of distribution trees, we need a canonical extension of PLP
to the setting of D≤1PfPf -coalgebras. This is achieved via a “possible worlds” natural
transformationMprPf ⇒ D≤1PfPf .
In the second part of the paper we recover the same framework for arbitrary probabilistic
logic programs, possibly including variables. The encoding of programs as coalgebras is
subtler. The space of atoms is now a presheaf indexed by a “Lawvere theory” of terms
and substitutions. The coalgebra map can be defined in different ways, depending on the
substitution mechanism on which one wants to base resolution. For pure logic programs,
the definition by term matching is the best studied, with [17] observing that moving from
sets to posets is required in order for the corresponding coalgebra map to be well-defined
as a natural transformation between presheaves. A different route is taken in [3], where
the problem of naturality is neutralised via “saturation”, a categorical construction which
amounts to defining resolution by unification instead of term-matching.
In developing a coalgebraic treatment of PLP with variables, we follow the saturation route,
as it also allows to recover the term-matching approach, via “desaturation” [3]. This provides
a cofree coalgebra semantics J−K for arbitrary PLP programs, as a rather straightforward
generalisation of the saturated semantics of pure logic programs. On the other hand, extending
the ground distribution semantics 〈〈−〉〉 to arbitrary PLP programs poses some challenges: we
need to ensure that, in computing the distribution over possible worlds associated to each
sub-goal in the computation, each clause of the program is “counted” only once. This is
solved by tweaking the coalgebra type of the distribution trees for arbitrary PLP programs,
so that some nodes are labelled with clauses of the program. Thanks to this additional
information, the term-matching distribution semantics of an arbitrary PLP goal is computable
from its distribution tree.
In light of the coalgebraic treatment of pure logic programming [16, 17, 2, 3], the
generalisation to PLP may not appear so surprising. In fact, we believe its importance is
two-fold. First, whereas the derivation semantics J−K is a straight generalisation of the pure
setting, the distribution semantics 〈〈−〉〉 is genuinely novel, and does not have counterparts
in pure logic programming. Second, a paper dedicated to establishing the foundations of
coalgebraic PLP is a necessary preliminary step for a number of interesting applications:
as mentioned, reasoning in Bayesian networks can be seen as a particular case of PLP,
equipped with the distribution semantics. Our coalgebraic perspective thus readily applies
to Bayesian reasoning, paving the way for combination with recent works [11, 12, 4]
modelling belief revision, causal inference and other Bayesian tasks in algebraic terms.
the combination of logic programming and probabilities comes in different flavours [24]:
the more abstract viewpoint offered by coalgebra may provide a unifying perspective on
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these approaches, as well as a formal connection with seemingly related languages such
as weighted logic programming [8] and Bayesian logic programming [13].
the coalgebraic treatment of pure logic programming has been used as a formal justific-
ation [19, 14] for coinductive logic programming [15, 9]. Coinduction in the context of
probabilistic logic programs is, to the best of our knowledge, a completely unexplored
field, for which the current paper establishes semantic foundations.
We leave the exploration of these venues as follow-up work.
2 Preliminaries
Signature, Terms, and Categories. A signature Σ is a set of function symbols, each
equipped with a fixed finite arity. Throughout this paper we fix a signature Σ, and a
countably infinite set of variables Var = {x1, x2, . . . }. The Σ-terms over Var are defined as
usual. A context is a finite set of variables {x1, x2, . . . , xn}. With some abuse of notation,
we shall often use n to denote this context. We say a Σ-term t is compatible with context n
if the variables appearing in t are all contained in {x1, . . . , xn}.
We are going to reason about Σ-terms categorically using Lawvere theories. First, we
will use Ob(C) to denote the set of objects and C[C,D] for the set of morphisms C → D in
a category C. A C-indexed presheaf is a functor F : C→ Sets. C-indexed presheaves and
natural transformations between them form a category SetsC. Recall that the (opposite)
Lawvere Theory of Σ is the category LopΣ with objects the natural numbers and morphisms
LopΣ [n,m] the n-tuples 〈t1, . . . , tn〉, where each ti is a Σ-term in context m. For modelling
logic programming, it is convenient to think of each n ∈ Ob(LopΣ ) as representing the context
〈x1, . . . , xn〉, and a morphism 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 : n→ m as the substitution transforming Σ-terms
in context n to Σ-terms in context m by replacing each xi with ti. We shall also refer to LopΣ
morphisms simply as substitutions (notation θ, τ, σ, . . . ).
Logic programming. We now recall the basics of (pure) logic programming, and refer the
reader to [20] for a more systematic exposition. An alphabet A consists of a signature Σ,
a set of variables Var , and a set of predicate symbols {P1, P2, . . . }, each with a fixed arity.
Given an n-ary predicate symbol P in A, and Σ-terms t1, . . . , tn, P (t1 · · · tn) is called an
atom over A. We use A,B, . . . to denote atoms. Given an atom A in context n, and a
substitution θ = 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 : n→ m, we write Aθ for substitution instance of A obtained by
replacing each appearance of xi with ti in A. For convenience, we also use {B1, . . . , Bk}θ
as a shorthand for {B1θ, . . . , Bkθ}. Given two atoms A and B (over A), a unifier of A and
B is a pair 〈σ, τ〉 of substitutions such that Aσ = Bτ . Term matching is a special case of
unification, where σ is the identity substitution. In this case we say that τ matches B with
A if A = Bτ .
A (pure) logic program L consists of a finite set of clauses C in the form H ← B1, . . . , Bk,
where H,B1, . . . , Bk are atoms. H is called the head of C, and B1, . . . , Bk form the body of
C. We denote H by Head(C), and {B1, . . . , Bk} by Body(C). A goal is simply an atom. Since
one can regard a clause H ← B1, . . . , Bk as the logic formula B1 ∧ · · · ∧ Bk → H, we say
that a goal G is derivable in L if there exists a derivation of G with empty assumption using
the clauses in L.
The central task of logic programming is to check whether a goal G is provable (or
refutable as in some literature) in a program L, in the sense that some substitution instance
of G is derivable in L. The key algorithm for this task is SLD-resolution, see e.g. [20]. We
use the notation L ` G to mean that G is provable in L.
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Probabilistic logic programming. We now recall the basics of PLP; the reader may consult [7,
6] for a more comprehensive introduction. A probabilistic logic program P based on a logic
program L assigns a probability label r to each clause C in L, denoted as Label(C). One may
also regard P as a set of probabilistic clauses of the form r :: C, where C is a clause in L, and
each clause C is assigned a unique probability label r in P. We also refer to r :: C simply as
clauses.
I Example 1. As our leading example we introduce the following probabilistic logic program
Pal. It models the scenario of Mary’s house alarm, which is supposed to detect burglars, but
it may be accidentally triggered by an earthquake. Mary may hear the alarm if she is awake,
but even if the alarm is not sounding, in case she experiences an auditory hallucination
(paracusia). The language of Pal includes 0-ary predicates Alarm, Eearthquake, Burglary, and
1-ary predicates Wake(−), Hear_alarm(−) and Paracusia(−), and signature Σal = {Mary0}
consisting of a constant. We do not have variables here, so Pal is a ground program. For
readability we abbreviate Mary as M in the program.
0.01 :: Earthquake ← 0.01 :: Paracusia(M) ←
0.2 :: Burglary ← 0.6 :: Wake(M) ←
0.5 :: Alarm ← Earthquake 0.8 :: Hear_alarm(M) ← Alarm, Wake(M)
0.9 :: Alarm ← Burglary 0.3 :: Hear_alarm(M) ← Paracusia(M)
As a generalisation of the pure case, in probabilistic logic programming one is interested
in the probability of a goal G being refutable in a program P. There are potentially multiple
ways to define such probability – in this paper we focus on the distribution semantics [7].
The probability of refuting a goal is computed in the distribution semantics as follows.
Given a probabilistic logic program P = {p1 :: C1, . . . , pn :: Cn}, let |P| be its underlying
pure logic program, namely |P| = {C1, . . . , Cn}. A sub-program L of |P| is a logic program
consisting of a subset of the clauses in |P|. This justifies using P(|P|) to denote the set of
all sub-programs of |P|, and using L ⊆ |P| to denote that L is a sub-program of P. The
central concept of the distribution semantics is that P determines a distribution µP over the




Cj∈|P|\L(1 − pj). The value
µP(L) is called the probability of the sub-program L. For an arbitrary goal G ∈ At, the success
probability PrP(G) of G w.r.t. program P is then defined as the sum of the probabilities of














Intuitively one can regard every clause in P as an event, then every sub-program L can be
seen as a possible world, and µP is a distribution over the possible worlds.
I Example 2. For the program Pal, consider the goal Hear_alarm(M). By definition (1), we
can compute its success probability PrPal(Hear_alarm(M)), and the result is 0.091102896.
3 Ground case
In this section we introduce a coalgebraic semantics for ground probabilistic logic program-
ming, i.e. for those programs where no variable appears. Our approach consists of two parts.
First, in Subsection 3.1, we represent PLP logic programs as coalgebras and their executions
as a final coalgebra semantics (Subsection 3.2) – this is a straight generalisation of the
coalgebraic treatment of pure logic programs given in [16]. Next, in Subsection 3.3 we show
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how to represent the distribution semantics in terms as a final coalgebra, via a transformation
of the coalgebra type of logic programs. Appendix A shows how the probability of a goal is
effectively computable from the above representation.
3.1 Coalgebraic Representation of PLP
A ground program will be represented as a coalgebra for the composite MprPf : Sets →
Sets of the finite probability functor Mpr : Sets → Sets and the finite powerset functor
Pf : Sets → Sets. The definition of Mpr deserves some further explanation. It can be
seen as the finite multiset functor based on the commutative monoid ([0, 1], 0,∨), where
a∨ b := 1− (1−a)(1− b). That is to say, on objects,Mpr(A) is the set of all finite probability
assignments ϕ : A→ [0, 1] with a finite support supp(ϕ) := {a ∈ A | ϕ(a) 6= 0}. For ϕ with
support {a1, . . . , ak} and values ϕ(ai) = ri, it will often be convenient to use the standard
notation ϕ =
∑k
i=1 riai or ϕ = r1a1 + · · ·+ rkak, where the purely formal “+” here should




Fix a ground probabilistic logic program P on a set of ground atoms At. The definition of
P can be encoded as anMprPf -coalgebra p : At→Mpr(Pf (At)), as follows. Given A ∈ At,
p(A) : Pf (At) → [0, 1]
{B1, . . . , Bn} 7→
{
r if r :: A← B1, . . . , Bn is a clause in P
0 otherwise.
Or, equivalently, p(A) :=
∑
(r::A←B1,...,Bn) ∈ P
r{B1, . . . , Bn}.
I Example 3. Consider program Pal from Example 1. The set of ground atoms Atal is
{Alarm,Earthquake, Burgary,Wake(M),Paracusia(M),Hear_alarm(M)}. Here are some values
of the corresponding coalgebra pal : Atal →MprPfAtal:
pal(Hear_alarm(M)) = 0.8{Alarm,Wake(M)}+ 0.3{Paracusia(M)} pal(Earthquake) = 0.01{}
I Remark 4. One might wonder why not simply adopt Pf (Pf (−)× [0, 1]) as the coalgebra
type for PLP. Note that this encoding would not have 1− 1 correspondence with ground PLP
programs: a clause C ∈ Pf (At) may be associated with different probabilities in [0, 1], which
violates the standard definition of PLP programs.
3.2 Derivation Semantics
In this section we are going to construct the final At×MprPf (−)-coalgebra, thus providing
a semantic interpretation for probabilistic logic programs based on At.
Before the technical developments, we give an intuitive view on the semantics that the
final coalgebra is going to provide. We shall represent each goal as a stochastic derivation
tree in the final coalgebra. These trees are the probabilistic version of and-or derivation trees,
which represent parallel SLD-resolutions in pure logic programming [10].
I Definition 5 (Stochastic derivation trees). Given a ground PLP program P and a ground
atom A, the stochastic derivation tree for A in P is the possibly infinite tree T such that:
1. Every node is either an atom-node (labelled with an atom A′ ∈ At) or a clause-node
(labelled with •). They appear alternatingly in depth, in this order. The root is an
atom-node labelled with A.
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2. Each edge from an atom-node to its (clause-)children is labelled with a probability value.
3. Suppose s is an atom-node with label A′. Then for every clause r :: A′ ← B1, . . . , Bk in
P, s has exactly one child t, the edge s→ t is labelled with r, and t has exactly k children
labelled with B1, . . . , Bk, respectively.
The final coalgebra semantics J−Kp for a program P will map a goal A to the stochastic
derivation tree representing all possible SLD-resolutions of A in P.
I Example 6. Continuing Example 1, JHear_alarm(M)Kpal is the stochastic derivation
tree below. The subtree highlighted in red represents one of the successful refutations
of Hear_alarm(M) in pal: indeed, note that a single child is selected for each atom-node
A (corresponding to a clause matching A), all children of any clause-node are selected
(corresponding to the atoms in the body of the clause), and the subtree has clause-nodes as














Any such subtree describes a refutation, but does not yield a probability value to be associated
to a goal – this is the remit of the distribution semantics, see Example 10 below.
In the remaining part of the section, we construct the cofree coalgebra forMprPf via
a so-called terminal sequence [28], and obtain J−Kp from the resulting universal property.
We report the steps of the terminal sequence as they are instrumental in showing that the
elements of the cofree coalgebra can be seen as stochastic derivation trees.
I Construction 7. The terminal sequence for the functor At ×MprPf (−) : Sets → Sets
consists of sequences of objects {Xα}α∈Ord and arrows {δαβ : Xα → Xβ}β<α∈Ord constructed
by the following inductive definitions:
Xα :=

At α = 0
At×MprPf (Xξ) α = ξ + 1
lim{δχξ | ξ < χ < α} α is limit
δαβ :=

pi1 α = 1, β = 0
idAt ×MprPf (δξ+1ξ ) α = β + 1 = ξ + 2
the limit projections α is limit, β < α
universal map to Xβ β is limit, α = β + 1
I Proposition 8. The terminal sequence for the functor At×MprPf (−) converges to a limit
Xγ such that Xγ ∼= Xγ+1.
Proof. We need to verify the assumptions of [28, Corollary 3.3]. It is well-known that
Pf is ω-accessible, and Mpr has the same property, see e.g. [26, Prop. 6.1.2]. Because
accessibility is defined in terms of colimit preservation, it is clearly preserved by composition,
and thusMprPf is also accessible. It remains to check that it preserves monics. ForMpr,
given any monomorphism i : C → D in Sets, suppose Mpr(i)(ϕ) = Mpr(i)(ϕ′) for some
ϕ,ϕ′ ∈ Mpr(C). Then for any d ∈ D, Mpr(i)(ϕ)(d) = Mpr(i)(ϕ′)(d). If we focus on the
image i[C], then there is an inverse function i−1 : i[C]→ C, andMpr(i)(ϕ) =Mpr(i)(ϕ′)
implies that ϕ(i−1(d)) = ϕ′(i−1(d)) for any d ∈ i[C]. But this simply means that ϕ = ϕ′. As
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the same is true for Pf and the property is preserved by composition, we have thatMprPf
preserves monics. We can then conclude by [28, Corollary 3.3] that the terminal sequence for
At×MprPf converges to the cofreeMprPf -coalgebra on At. J
Note that Xγ+1 is defined as At × MprPf (Xγ), and the above isomorphism makes
Xγ → At×MprPf (Xγ) the final At×MprPf -coalgebra – or, in other words, cofreeMprPf -
coalgebra on At. As for the tree representation of the elements of Xγ , recall that elements of
the cofree PfPf -coalgebra on At can be seen as and-or trees [16]. By replacing the first Pf
withMpr, effectively one adds probability values to the edges from and-nodes to or-nodes
(which are edges from atom-nodes to or-nodes in our stochastic derivation trees), as in (2).
Thus stochastic derivation trees as in Definition 5 are elements of Xγ . The action of the
coalgebra map ∼=: Xγ → At ×MprPf (Xγ) is best seen with an example: the tree T in
(2) (an element of Xγ) is mapped to the pair 〈Hear_alarm(M), ϕ〉, where ϕ is the function
Pf (Xγ)→ [0, 1] assigning 0.8 to the set consisting of the subtrees of T with root Alarm and
with root Wake(M), 0.3 to the singleton consisting to the subtree of T with root Paracusia(M),
and 0 to any other finite set of trees.
With all the definitions at hand, it is straightforward to check that J−Kp mapping A ∈ At








id×MprPf (J−Kp) // At×MprPf (Xγ)
and thus by uniqueness it coincides with the At×MprPf -coalgebra map provided by the
universal property of the final At×MprPf -coalgebra Xγ → At×MprPf (Xγ).
3.3 Distribution Semantics
This section gives a coalgebraic definition of the usual distribution semantics of probabilistic
logic programming. As in the previous section, before the technical developments we gather
some preliminary intuition. Recall from Section 2 that the core of the distribution semantics
is the probability distribution over the sub-programs (sets of clauses) of a given program P.
These sub-programs are also called (possible) worlds, and the distribution semantics of a
goal is the sum of the probabilities of all the worlds in which it is refutable.
In order to code this information as elements of a final coalgebra, we need to present it
in tree-shape. Roughly speaking, we form a distribution over the sub-programs along the
execution tree. This justifies the following notion of distribution trees.
I Definition 9 (Distribution trees). Given a PLP program P and an atom A, the distribution
tree for A in P is the possibly infinite tree T satisfying the following properties:
1. Every node is exactly one of the three kinds: atom-node (labelled with an atom A ∈ At),
world-node (labelled with ◦), clause-node (labelled with •). They appear alternatingly in
this order in depth. The root is an atom-node labelled with A.
2. Every edge from an atom-node to its (world-)children is labelled with a probability value,
and they sum up to one.
3. Suppose s is an atom-node labelled with A′, and C = {C1, . . . , Cm} is the set of all the
clauses in P whose head is A′. Then s has 2m children, each standing for a subset
X of C. If a child t stands for X, then the edge s → t is labelled with probability∏
C∈X Label(C) ·
∏
C′∈C\X(1− Label(C′)) – recall that Label(C) is the probability labelling
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C. Also, t has exactly |X| children, each standing for a clause C ∈ X. If a child u stands
for C = r :: A′ ← B1, . . . , Bk, then u has k children, labelled with B1, . . . , Bk respectively.
Comparing distribution trees with stochastic derivation trees (Definition 5) , one can
observe the addition of another class of nodes, representing possible worlds. Moreover, the
possible worlds associated with an atom-node (a goal) must form a probability distribution –
as opposed to stochastic derivation trees, in which probabilities labelling parallel edges do
not need to share any relationship. An example of the distribution tree associated with a
goal is provided in the continuation of our leading example (Examples 1 and 6).
I Example 10. In the context of Example 1, the distribution tree of Hear_alarm(M) is
depicted below, where we use grey shades to emphasise sets of edges expressing a probability
distribution. Also, note the ◦s with no children, standing for empty worlds.
Hear alarm(M)
<latexit sha1_base64="KG/vMAz7WWr7xBwrSbIdz PXOp3g=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNREJ2N7/hatbCwWXxAbMJuLLQM2NgICkaFJITZm1m95O6De2fFsKTxV2wsFLH1M +z8G28SC40eGDicM8PMnDBT0rDvfzqlqemZ2bn5hfLi0vLKqru2fmnSXAtqiFSl+jpEQ0om1GDJiq4zTRiHiq 7C3vHQv7ojbWSaXHA/o3aMN4mMpEC2UsfdbDHds4mKE0Ld6qBCHVdO9wcdd8ev+iN4f0nwTXbq0zDCWcf9aHV TkceUsFBoTDPwM24XqFkKRYNyKzeUoejhDTUtTTAm0y5GDwy8Pat0vSjVthL2RurPiQJjY/pxaDtj5Fsz6Q3F/ 7xmztFRu5BJljMlYrwoypXHqTdMw+tKTYJV3xIUWtpbPXGLGgXbzMo2hGDy5b/kslYNDqq1c5vG7jgNmIct2I YKBHAIdTiBM2iAgAE8wjO8OA/Ok/PqvI1bS873zAb8gvP+Bfi0lo8=</latexit>
Paracusia(M)
<latexit sha1_base64="DUsPFkc/QprGaMr HptJeS3MAJho=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WaxCvZSkCnosePEiVLAf0Iay2W7apZ tN2J2IJRT8K148KOLV3+HNf+OmzUFbHww83pthZp4fC67Bcb6tpeWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z9fe22/ qKFGUNWgkItX2iWaCS9YADoK1Y8VI6AvW8kfXmd96YErzSN7DOGZeSAaSB5wSMFLPPuwCewQd pHWiCE00J+Xbs0nPLjkVZwq8SNyclFCOes/+6vYjmoRMAhVE647rxOClRAGngk2K3USzmNAR GbCOoZKETHvp9PwJPjVKHweRMiUBT9XfEykJtR6HvukMCQz1vJeJ/3mdBIIrL+UyToBJOlsUJ AJDhLMscJ8rRkGMDSFUcXMrpsMsBzCJFU0I7vzLi6RZrbjnlerdRal2ksdRQEfoGJWRiy5RDd 2gOmogilL0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZw7QH1ifPzmvlYw=</latexit>
Alarm
<latexit sha1_base 64="xciZpOOCKM7kFjIeZkpnPNq01V4=">AA AB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZiCaeyC6a6B HjxSMm8kgAyezQCxNmdjczvSrZ8B9ePGiMV/ /Fm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e7yYykMuu63s7S8s rq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vbrJko0hxqPZKSbPjMgR Qg1FCihGWtgypfQ8IfXE7/xANqIKLzDUQwdx fqhCARnaKX7NsITmiC9kkyrcbdQdEvuFHSRe BkpkgzVbuGr3Yt4oiBELpkxLc+NsZMyjYJLG OfbiYGY8SHrQ8vSkCkwnXR69ZieWKVHg0jb CpFO1d8TKVPGjJRvOxXDgZn3JuJ/XivB4LKT ijBOEEI+WxQkkmJEJxHQntDAUY4sYVwLeyvl A6YZRxtU3obgzb+8SOrlkndWKt+eFyvHWRw5 ckiOyCnxyAWpkBtSJTXCiSbP5JW8OY/Oi/P ufMxal5xs5oD8gfP5AxVWkss=</latexit>
Wake(M)
<latexit sha1_base64="RMwtJPevQRvJfhNBt5nerulx YxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DEYhXsJuFPQY8OJFiGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkNhiV/4sWDIl79E2/+jZNkD 5pY0FBUddPd5cVSaHScbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHDR0likOdRzJSLY9pkCKEOgqU0IoVsMCT0PRGtzO/OQalRRQ+ 4iSGbsAGofAFZ2iknm13EJ5Q+2mTjaB0fzHt2UWn7MxBV4mbkSLJUOvZX51+xJMAQuSSad12nRi7KVMouIRpoZNoiB kfsQG0DQ1ZALqbzi+f0nOj9KkfKVMh0rn6eyJlgdaTwDOdAcOhXvZm4n9eO0H/ppuKME4QQr5Y5CeSYkRnMdC+UMBRT gxhXAlzK+VDphhHE1bBhOAuv7xKGpWye1muPFwVq2dZHHlyQk5JibjkmlTJHamROuFkTJ7JK3mzUuvFerc+Fq05K5s5 Jn9gff4AOKmTSQ==</latexit>
Earthquake
<latexit sha1_base64="VZRVLgZ5CzI+Zx BfVuYCYuG/wB4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduglVwVZIq6LIggssK9gFtKJPpTTt0 8nDmRgyh/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3ztx7vFhwhbb9bRRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09c/+ gpaJEMmiySESy41EFgofQRI4COrEEGngC2t74auq3H0AqHoV3mMbgBnQYcp8zilrqm+UewiM qP7umEkf3CR3DpG9W7Ko9g7VMnJxUSI5G3/zqDSKWBBAiE1SprmPH6Gb6Rc4ETEq9REFM2Z gOoatpSANQbjZbfmKdaGVg+ZHUFaI1U39PZDRQKg083RlQHKlFbyr+53UT9C/djIdxghCy+U d+IiyMrGkS1oBLYChSTSiTXO9qsRGVlKHOq6RDcBZPXiatWtU5q9Zuzyv14zyOIjkkR+SUOO SC1MkNaZAmYSQlz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMWwtGPlMmf2B8/gCd05VM</latexit>
Burglary
<latexit sha1_base64="UK9uvLscBD+D+L 4eOApRQnSdJPs=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WayCp5JUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S zSbsTtQQ+1O8eFDEq7/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8PxZcg+N8W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fPLu+ 3dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/vj66nfvmdK80jeQRozLyRDyQNOCRipb5d7wB5 BB9lVooaCqHTStytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9G3v3qDiCYhk0AF0brrOjF4GVHAqWCTUi/RLCZ0TI asa6gkIdNeNjt9gk+MMsBBpExJwDP190RGQq3T0DedIYGRXvSm4n9eN4Hg0su4jBNgks4XBY nAEOFpDnjAFaMgUkMIVdzciumIKELBpFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qnlVrt+eV+nEeRxEdoiN0ilx0ge roBjVQE1H0gJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLcWrHzmAP2B9fkDHXqUdQ==</latexit>
Alarm
<latexit sha1_base64="xciZpOOCKM7kFj IeZkpnPNq01V4=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZiCaeyC6a6BHjxSMm8kgAyezQCxNm djczvSrZ8B9ePGiMV//Fm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e7yYykMuu63s7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vb rJko0hxqPZKSbPjMgRQg1FCihGWtgypfQ8IfXE7/xANqIKLzDUQwdxfqhCARnaKX7NsITmiC 9kkyrcbdQdEvuFHSReBkpkgzVbuGr3Yt4oiBELpkxLc+NsZMyjYJLGOfbiYGY8SHrQ8vSkC kwnXR69ZieWKVHg0jbCpFO1d8TKVPGjJRvOxXDgZn3JuJ/XivB4LKTijBOEEI+WxQkkmJEJx HQntDAUY4sYVwLeyvlA6YZRxtU3obgzb+8SOrlkndWKt+eFyvHWRw5ckiOyCnxyAWpkBtSJT XCiSbP5JW8OY/Oi/PufMxal5xs5oD8gfP5AxVWkss=</latexit>
Wake(M)
<latexit sha1_base64="RMwtJPevQRvJfhNBt5nerulx YxI=">AAAB+XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DEYhXsJuFPQY8OJFiGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkNhiV/4sWDIl79E2/+jZNkD 5pY0FBUddPd5cVSaHScbyu3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHDR0likOdRzJSLY9pkCKEOgqU0IoVsMCT0PRGtzO/OQalRRQ+ 4iSGbsAGofAFZ2iknm13EJ5Q+2mTjaB0fzHt2UWn7MxBV4mbkSLJUOvZX51+xJMAQuSSad12nRi7KVMouIRpoZNoiB kfsQG0DQ1ZALqbzi+f0nOj9KkfKVMh0rn6eyJlgdaTwDOdAcOhXvZm4n9eO0H/ppuKME4QQr5Y5CeSYkRnMdC+UMBRT gxhXAlzK+VDphhHE1bBhOAuv7xKGpWye1muPFwVq2dZHHlyQk5JibjkmlTJHamROuFkTJ7JK3mzUuvFerc+Fq05K5s5 Jn9gff4AOKmTSQ==</latexit>
Earthquake
<latexit sha1_base64="VZRVLgZ5CzI+Zx BfVuYCYuG/wB4=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduglVwVZIq6LIggssK9gFtKJPpTTt0 8nDmRgyh/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3ztx7vFhwhbb9bRRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09c/+ gpaJEMmiySESy41EFgofQRI4COrEEGngC2t74auq3H0AqHoV3mMbgBnQYcp8zilrqm+UewiM qP7umEkf3CR3DpG9W7Ko9g7VMnJxUSI5G3/zqDSKWBBAiE1SprmPH6Gb6Rc4ETEq9REFM2Z gOoatpSANQbjZbfmKdaGVg+ZHUFaI1U39PZDRQKg083RlQHKlFbyr+53UT9C/djIdxghCy+U d+IiyMrGkS1oBLYChSTSiTXO9qsRGVlKHOq6RDcBZPXiatWtU5q9Zuzyv14zyOIjkkR+SUOO SC1MkNaZAmYSQlz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMWwtGPlMmf2B8/gCd05VM</latexit>
Burglary
<latexit sha1_base64="UK9uvLscBD+D+L 4eOApRQnSdJPs=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WayCp5JUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S zSbsTtQQ+1O8eFDEq7/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8PxZcg+N8W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fPLu+ 3dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/vj66nfvmdK80jeQRozLyRDyQNOCRipb5d7wB5 BB9lVooaCqHTStytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9G3v3qDiCYhk0AF0brrOjF4GVHAqWCTUi/RLCZ0TI asa6gkIdNeNjt9gk+MMsBBpExJwDP190RGQq3T0DedIYGRXvSm4n9eN4Hg0su4jBNgks4XBY nAEOFpDnjAFaMgUkMIVdzciumIKELBpFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qnlVrt+eV+nEeRxEdoiN0ilx0ge roBjVQE1H0gJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLcWrHzmAP2B9fkDHXqUdQ==</latexit>
Paracusia(M)
<latexit sha1_base64="DUsPFkc/QprGaMrHptJeS 3MAJho=">AAAB/nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXVDx5WaxCvZSkCnosePEiVLAf0Iay2W7apZtN2J2IJRT8K148KOLV3 +HNf+OmzUFbHww83pthZp4fC67Bcb6tpeWV1bX1wkZxc2t7Z9fe22/qKFGUNWgkItX2iWaCS9YADoK1Y8VI6A vW8kfXmd96YErzSN7DOGZeSAaSB5wSMFLPPuwCewQdpHWiCE00J+Xbs0nPLjkVZwq8SNyclFCOes/+6vYjmoRM AhVE647rxOClRAGngk2K3USzmNARGbCOoZKETHvp9PwJPjVKHweRMiUBT9XfEykJtR6HvukMCQz1vJeJ/3mdB IIrL+UyToBJOlsUJAJDhLMscJ8rRkGMDSFUcXMrpsMsBzCJFU0I7vzLi6RZrbjnlerdRal2ksdRQEfoGJWRiy5 RDd2gOmogilL0jF7Rm/VkvVjv1sesdcnKZw7QH1ifPzmvlYw=</latexit>
0.06
<latexit sha1_base64="YCYNrh6eJCR+l0 zw82Ra1CrPEJg=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBKvgqsxUUZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0 yQxJRihDf8GNC0Xc+kPu/Bsz01lo64GQwzn3cu89QcyZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uF RR0eJIrRNIh6pXoA15UzStmGG016sKBYBp91gepf53SeqNIvko5nF1Bd4LFnICDaZ5Nbd62G 1Zr8caJV4BalBgdaw+jUYRSQRVBrCsdZ9z42Nn2JlGOF0XhkkmsaYTPGY9i2VWFDtp/muc3 RulREKI2WfNChXf3ekWGg9E4GtFNhM9LKXif95/cSEt37KZJwYKsliUJhwZCKUHY5GTFFi+M wSTBSzuyIywQoTY+Op2BC85ZNXSadR9y7rjYerWvOsiKMMJ3AKF+DBDTThHlrQBgITeIZXeH OE8+K8Ox+L0pJT9BzDHzifP8GOjUw=</latexit>
0.56
<latexit sha1_base64="OPaUUInWZ7WtM0 szfv5m2EWtNIE=">AAAB63icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBVchaQ+lwU3LivYB7ShTKaTdujM JMxMhBL6C25cKOLWH3Ln3zhps9DWAxcO59zLvfeECWfaeN63s7K6tr6xWdoqb+/s7u1XDg5 bOk4VoU0S81h1QqwpZ5I2DTOcdhJFsQg5bYfju9xvP1GlWSwfzSShgcBDySJGsMklz7267le qnuvNgJaJX5AqFGj0K1+9QUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp+VeqmmCyRgPaddSiQXVQTa7dY rOrDJAUaxsSYNm6u+JDAutJyK0nQKbkV70cvE/r5ua6DbImExSQyWZL4pSjkyM8sfRgClKDJ 9Ygoli9lZERlhhYmw8ZRuCv/jyMmnVXP/CrT1cVuunRRwlOIYTOAcfbqAO99CAJhAYwTO8wp sjnBfn3fmYt644xcwR/IHz+QPJJ41R</latexit>
0.14
<latexit sha1_base 64="3mrePS38LAq+zzqRIz9tzopwVa4=">AA AB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqQY 8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/ +QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2N re2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJR8epIrRNYh6rXog15 UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klN BB4LFnECDa55Ll+Y1itea63AFonfkFqUKA1r H4NRjFJBZWGcKx13/cSE2RYGUY4nVcGqaYJJ lM8pn1LJRZUB9ni1jm6tMoIRbGyJQ1aqL8n Miy0nonQdgpsJnrVy8X/vH5qotsgYzJJDZVk uShKOTIxyh9HI6YoMXxmCSaK2VsRmWCFibHx VGwI/urL66RTd/1rt/7QqDUvijjKcAbncAU+ 3EAT7qEFbSAwgWd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxbC05xcw p/IHz+QPAC41L</latexit>
0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="NXltlD8xkGuS5r ydE/TN2AF/J1M=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBKvgqsxURZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0 yQxJRihDf8GNC0Xc+kPu/Bsz01lo64GQwzn3cu89QcyZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uF RR0eJIrRNIh6pXoA15UzStmGG016sKBYBp91gepf53SeqNIvko5nF1Bd4LFnICDaZ5Nbd62G 1Zr8caJV4BalBgdaw+jUYRSQRVBrCsdZ9z42Nn2JlGOF0XhkkmsaYTPGY9i2VWFDtp/muc3 RulREKI2WfNChXf3ekWGg9E4GtFNhM9LKXif95/cSEt37KZJwYKsliUJhwZCKUHY5GTFFi+M wSTBSzuyIywQoTY+Op2BC85ZNXSadR9y7rjYerWvOsiKMMJ3AKF+DBDTThHlrQBgITeIZXeH OE8+K8Ox+L0pJT9BzDHzifP8AKjUs=</latexit>
0.45
<latexit sha1_base64="lHffAMkQSWT70q USA/cDw3WzQ6c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4Ckmt6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpl26 uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnT c1nGqCG2RmMeqG2JNOZO0ZZjhtJsoikXIaSec3OV+54kqzWL5aKYJDQQeSRYxgk0ueW79elC peq43B1olfkGqUKA5qHz1hzFJBZWGcKx1z/cSE2RYGUY4nZX7qaYJJhM8oj1LJRZUB9n81h m6sMoQRbGyJQ2aq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZy8X/vF5qotsgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxyh9HQ6YoMX xqCSaK2VsRGWOFibHxlG0I/vLLq6Rdc/0rt/ZQrzbOizhKcApncAk+3EAD7qEJLSAwhmd4hT dHOC/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfGHo1P</latexit>
0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="FBkDzQT6/O1y8F MRcLATgDxBy9g=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkVtLeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp 7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytF xW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qB S9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rT N0YZUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URLdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYv jUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV0m75vpXbu3huto4L+IowSmcwSX4cAMNuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd 4c4bw4787HonXNKWZO4A+czx/Tx41Y</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="LqHKD+DhmNgYtS hNIunNdeLTkHc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAquykwVdFlw47KCfUA7lEyaaUOT zJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7 bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhgSQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0r VfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6ISPWc1QRyUyQzXed4Q unDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dGpDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210G2RcJallii4GRanANsb54XjINaNWTB 0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6yC8FfPnmVtOs1/6pWf7iuNs6LOEpwCmdwCT7cQAPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNy TRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMAfoM8fufqNRw==</latexit>
0.05
<latexit sha1_base64="NXltlD8xkGuS5r ydE/TN2AF/J1M=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBKvgqsxURZcFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0 yQxJRihDf8GNC0Xc+kPu/Bsz01lo64GQwzn3cu89QcyZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uF RR0eJIrRNIh6pXoA15UzStmGG016sKBYBp91gepf53SeqNIvko5nF1Bd4LFnICDaZ5Nbd62G 1Zr8caJV4BalBgdaw+jUYRSQRVBrCsdZ9z42Nn2JlGOF0XhkkmsaYTPGY9i2VWFDtp/muc3 RulREKI2WfNChXf3ekWGg9E4GtFNhM9LKXif95/cSEt37KZJwYKsliUJhwZCKUHY5GTFFi+M wSTBSzuyIywQoTY+Op2BC85ZNXSadR9y7rjYerWvOsiKMMJ3AKF+DBDTThHlrQBgITeIZXeH OE8+K8Ox+L0pJT9BzDHzifP8AKjUs=</latexit>
0.45
<latexit sha1_base64="lHffAMkQSWT70q USA/cDw3WzQ6c=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4Ckmt6LHgxWMF+wFtKJvtpl26 uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnT c1nGqCG2RmMeqG2JNOZO0ZZjhtJsoikXIaSec3OV+54kqzWL5aKYJDQQeSRYxgk0ueW79elC peq43B1olfkGqUKA5qHz1hzFJBZWGcKx1z/cSE2RYGUY4nZX7qaYJJhM8oj1LJRZUB9n81h m6sMoQRbGyJQ2aq78nMiy0norQdgpsxnrZy8X/vF5qotsgYzJJDZVksShKOTIxyh9HQ6YoMX xqCSaK2VsRGWOFibHxlG0I/vLLq6Rdc/0rt/ZQrzbOizhKcApncAk+3EAD7qEJLSAwhmd4hT dHOC/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfGHo1P</latexit>
0.4
<latexit sha1_base 64="weY42Ijnrlku/of/HZcjlgNsa8M=">AA AB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4Ckkt6L HgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49R d589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y 3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpxhsskYluh9RwK RRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQ UwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6Wy53pzkFXi56QMOeq90 le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG 9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOiUXVumTKNG2FJK5+nti QmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6G0U0wESrNkCu2 WBRlkmBCZn+TvtCcoRxbQpkW9lbChlRThjad og3BX355lTQrrn/lVu6r5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGH a6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnM Cf+B8/gBQUI0Q</latexit>
0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="VMRsbfERpHIYdF I8lI1yjT2bUCA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV9Vjw4rGi/YA2lM120y7d bMLuRCilP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMet63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4 bJsk043WWyES3Qmq4FIrXUaDkrVRzGoeSN8Ph7dRvPnFtRKIecZTyIKZ9JSLBKFrpwXOvuqW y53ozkGXi56QMOWrd0lenl7As5gqZpMa0fS/FYEw1Cib5pNjJDE8pG9I+b1uqaMxNMJ6dOi FnVumRKNG2FJKZ+ntiTGNjRnFoO2OKA7PoTcX/vHaG0U0wFirNkCs2XxRlkmBCpn+TntCcoR xZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadog3BX3x5mTQqrn/hVu4vy9XTPI4CHMMJnIMP11CFO6hBHRj04Rle4c 2Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AFTWI0S</latexit> 0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="FBkDzQT6/O1y8F MRcLATgDxBy9g=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkVtLeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp 7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytF xW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qB S9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rT N0YZUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URLdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYv jUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV0m75vpXbu3huto4L+IowSmcwSX4cAMNuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd 4c4bw4787HonXNKWZO4A+czx/Tx41Y</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="LqHKD+DhmNgYtS hNIunNdeLTkHc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAquykwVdFlw47KCfUA7lEyaaUOT zJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7 bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhgSQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0r VfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6ISPWc1QRyUyQzXed4Q unDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dGpDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210G2RcJallii4GRanANsb54XjINaNWTB 0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6yC8FfPnmVtOs1/6pWf7iuNs6LOEpwCmdwCT7cQAPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNy TRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMAfoM8fufqNRw==</latexit>
0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="FBkDzQT6/O1y8F MRcLATgDxBy9g=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkVtLeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp 7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytF xW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qB S9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rT N0YZUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URLdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYv jUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV0m75vpXbu3huto4L+IowSmcwSX4cAMNuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd 4c4bw4787HonXNKWZO4A+czx/Tx41Y</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="LqHKD+DhmNgYtS hNIunNdeLTkHc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAquykwVdFlw47KCfUA7lEyaaUOT zJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7 bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhgSQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0r VfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6ISPWc1QRyUyQzXed4Q unDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dGpDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210G2RcJallii4GRanANsb54XjINaNWTB 0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6yC8FfPnmVtOs1/6pWf7iuNs6LOEpwCmdwCT7cQAPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNy TRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMAfoM8fufqNRw==</latexit> 0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="FBkDzQT6/O1y8F MRcLATgDxBy9g=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkVtLeCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp 7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWNza3tks75d29/YPDytF xW8epIrRFYh6rbog15UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qB S9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rT N0YZUhimJlSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URLdBxmSSGirJYlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYv jUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV0m75vpXbu3huto4L+IowSmcwSX4cAMNuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd 4c4bw4787HonXNKWZO4A+czx/Tx41Y</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="LqHKD+DhmNgYtS hNIunNdeLTkHc=">AAAB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAquykwVdFlw47KCfUA7lEyaaUOT zJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7 bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhgSQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0r VfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6ISPWc1QRyUyQzXed4Q unDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dGpDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210G2RcJallii4GRanANsb54XjINaNWTB 0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6yC8FfPnmVtOs1/6pWf7iuNs6LOEpwCmdwCT7cQAPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNy TRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMAfoM8fufqNRw==</latexit>
0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="NAxZyIUyWuzKqA rKvBeKP2oSDgA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV7LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl26 2YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR0 3TZJpxhsskYluh9RwKRRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6W y53pzkFXi56QMOeq90le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOi UXVumTKNG2FJK5+ntiQmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6GUTWYCJVmyBVbLIoySTAhs79JX2jOUI 4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgL7+8SpoV179yK/fX5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGHG6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8O ZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBWYI0U</latexit>
0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="fO/MKjfP4d5nx2 U/+RB9iG8LAKQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0iqoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bp ZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj U1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGwSU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xiOlA8ogzaqz04LnVXrn iud4cZJX4OalAjnqv/NXtJyyLURomqNYd30tNMKHKcCZwWupmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEHk/mpU3 JulT6JEmVLGjJXf09MaKz1OA5tZ0zNUC97M/E/r5OZ6CaYcJlmBiVbLIoyQUxCZn+TPlfIjB hbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6JRuCv/zyKmlWXf/Srd5fVWpneRxFOIFTuAAfrqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wp sjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AFNSI0O</latexit>0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="NAxZyIUyWuzKqA rKvBeKP2oSDgA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV7LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl26 2YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR0 3TZJpxhsskYluh9RwKRRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6W y53pzkFXi56QMOeq90le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOi UXVumTKNG2FJK5+ntiQmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6GUTWYCJVmyBVbLIoySTAhs79JX2jOUI 4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgL7+8SpoV179yK/fX5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGHG6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8O ZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBWYI0U</latexit>
0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="fO/MKjfP4d5nx2 U/+RB9iG8LAKQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0iqoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bp ZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj U1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGwSU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xiOlA8ogzaqz04LnVXrn iud4cZJX4OalAjnqv/NXtJyyLURomqNYd30tNMKHKcCZwWupmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEHk/mpU3 JulT6JEmVLGjJXf09MaKz1OA5tZ0zNUC97M/E/r5OZ6CaYcJlmBiVbLIoyQUxCZn+TPlfIjB hbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6JRuCv/zyKmlWXf/Srd5fVWpneRxFOIFTuAAfrqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wp sjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AFNSI0O</latexit>
Earthquake
<latexit sha1_base 64="VZRVLgZ5CzI+ZxBfVuYCYuG/wB4=">AA AB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduglVwVZIq6L IggssK9gFtKJPpTTt08nDmRgyh/oobF4q49U Pc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3ztx7vFhwhbb9bRRWV tfWN4qbpa3tnd09c/+gpaJEMmiySESy41EFg ofQRI4COrEEGngC2t74auq3H0AqHoV3mMbgB nQYcp8zilrqm+UewiMqP7umEkf3CR3DpG9W7 Ko9g7VMnJxUSI5G3/zqDSKWBBAiE1SprmPH6 Gb6Rc4ETEq9REFM2ZgOoatpSANQbjZbfmKd aGVg+ZHUFaI1U39PZDRQKg083RlQHKlFbyr+ 53UT9C/djIdxghCy+Ud+IiyMrGkS1oBLYChS TSiTXO9qsRGVlKHOq6RDcBZPXiatWtU5q9Zu zyv14zyOIjkkR+SUOOSC1MkNaZAmYSQlz+S VvBlPxovxbnzMWwtGPlMmf2B8/gCd05VM</l atexit>
Burglary
<latexit sha1_base 64="UK9uvLscBD+D+L4eOApRQnSdJPs=">AA AB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WayCp5JUQY 9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsTtQQ+1O8eFDEq7 /Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8PxZcg+N8W4WV1 bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fPLu+3dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzw SVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/vj66nfvmdK80jeQRozL yRDyQNOCRipb5d7wB5BB9lVooaCqHTStytO1 ZkBLxM3JxWUo9G3v3qDiCYhk0AF0brrOjF4G VHAqWCTUi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeNjt9gk+M MsBBpExJwDP190RGQq3T0DedIYGRXvSm4n9e N4Hg0su4jBNgks4XBYnAEOFpDnjAFaMgUkMI VdzciumIKELBpFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qnlVrt+eV +nEeRxEdoiN0ilx0geroBjVQE1H0gJ7RK3q znqwX6936mLcWrHzmAP2B9fkDHXqUdQ==</l atexit> Earthquake
<latexit sha1_base 64="VZRVLgZ5CzI+ZxBfVuYCYuG/wB4=">AA AB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduglVwVZIq6L IggssK9gFtKJPpTTt08nDmRgyh/oobF4q49U Pc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3ztx7vFhwhbb9bRRWV tfWN4qbpa3tnd09c/+gpaJEMmiySESy41EFg ofQRI4COrEEGngC2t74auq3H0AqHoV3mMbgB nQYcp8zilrqm+UewiMqP7umEkf3CR3DpG9W7 Ko9g7VMnJxUSI5G3/zqDSKWBBAiE1SprmPH6 Gb6Rc4ETEq9REFM2ZgOoatpSANQbjZbfmKd aGVg+ZHUFaI1U39PZDRQKg083RlQHKlFbyr+ 53UT9C/djIdxghCy+Ud+IiyMrGkS1oBLYChS TSiTXO9qsRGVlKHOq6RDcBZPXiatWtU5q9Zu zyv14zyOIjkkR+SUOOSC1MkNaZAmYSQlz+S VvBlPxovxbnzMWwtGPlMmf2B8/gCd05VM</l atexit>
Burglary
<latexit sha1_base64="UK9uvLscBD+D+L 4eOApRQnSdJPs=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WayCp5JUQY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S zSbsTtQQ+1O8eFDEq7/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8PxZcg+N8W4WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fPLu+ 3dJQoypo0EpHq+EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/vj66nfvmdK80jeQRozLyRDyQNOCRipb5d7wB5 BB9lVooaCqHTStytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9G3v3qDiCYhk0AF0brrOjF4GVHAqWCTUi/RLCZ0TI asa6gkIdNeNjt9gk+MMsBBpExJwDP190RGQq3T0DedIYGRXvSm4n9eN4Hg0su4jBNgks4XBY nAEOFpDnjAFaMgUkMIVdzciumIKELBpFUyIbiLLy+TVq3qnlVrt+eV+nEeRxEdoiN0ilx0ge roBjVQE1H0gJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLcWrHzmAP2B9fkDHXqUdQ==</latexit>
0.05
<latexit sha1_base 64="NXltlD8xkGuS5rydE/TN2AF/J1M=">AA AB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBKvgqsxURZ cFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRihDf8GNC0Xc+k Pu/Bsz01lo64GQwzn3cu89QcyZNq777ZTW1 jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR0eJIrRNIh6pXoA15 UzStmGG016sKBYBp91gepf53SeqNIvko5nF1 Bd4LFnICDaZ5Nbd62G1Zr8caJV4BalBgdaw+ jUYRSQRVBrCsdZ9z42Nn2JlGOF0XhkkmsaYT PGY9i2VWFDtp/muc3RulREKI2WfNChXf3ek WGg9E4GtFNhM9LKXif95/cSEt37KZJwYKsli UJhwZCKUHY5GTFFi+MwSTBSzuyIywQoTY+Op 2BC85ZNXSadR9y7rjYerWvOsiKMMJ3AKF+DB DTThHlrQBgITeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L0pJT9Bz DHzifP8AKjUs=</latexit>
0.45
<latexit sha1_base 64="lHffAMkQSWT70qUSA/cDw3WzQ6c=">AA AB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4Ckmt6L HgxWMF+wFtKJvtpl26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h /y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+nbX1j c2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1nGqCG2RmMeqG2JNO ZO0ZZjhtJsoikXIaSec3OV+54kqzWL5aKYJD QQeSRYxgk0ueW79elCpeq43B1olfkGqUKA5q Hz1hzFJBZWGcKx1z/cSE2RYGUY4nZX7qaYJJ hM8oj1LJRZUB9n81hm6sMoQRbGyJQ2aq78n Miy0norQdgpsxnrZy8X/vF5qotsgYzJJDZVk sShKOTIxyh9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibHx lG0I/vLLq6Rdc/0rt/ZQrzbOizhKcApncAk+ 3EAD7qEJLSAwhmd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaF1zipk T+APn8wfGHo1P</latexit> 0.05
<latexit sha1_base 64="NXltlD8xkGuS5rydE/TN2AF/J1M=">AA AB63icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBKvgqsxURZ cFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkmTY0yQxJRihDf8GNC0Xc+k Pu/Bsz01lo64GQwzn3cu89QcyZNq777ZTW1 jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRR0eJIrRNIh6pXoA15 UzStmGG016sKBYBp91gepf53SeqNIvko5nF1 Bd4LFnICDaZ5Nbd62G1Zr8caJV4BalBgdaw+ jUYRSQRVBrCsdZ9z42Nn2JlGOF0XhkkmsaYT PGY9i2VWFDtp/muc3RulREKI2WfNChXf3ek WGg9E4GtFNhM9LKXif95/cSEt37KZJwYKsli UJhwZCKUHY5GTFFi+MwSTBSzuyIywQoTY+Op 2BC85ZNXSadR9y7rjYerWvOsiKMMJ3AKF+DB DTThHlrQBgITeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L0pJT9Bz DHzifP8AKjUs=</latexit>
0.45
<latexit sha1_base 64="lHffAMkQSWT70qUSA/cDw3WzQ6c=">AA AB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4Ckmt6L HgxWMF+wFtKJvtpl26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h /y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+nbX1j c2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1nGqCG2RmMeqG2JNO ZO0ZZjhtJsoikXIaSec3OV+54kqzWL5aKYJD QQeSRYxgk0ueW79elCpeq43B1olfkGqUKA5q Hz1hzFJBZWGcKx1z/cSE2RYGUY4nZX7qaYJJ hM8oj1LJRZUB9n81hm6sMoQRbGyJQ2aq78n Miy0norQdgpsxnrZy8X/vF5qotsgYzJJDZVk sShKOTIxyh9HQ6YoMXxqCSaK2VsRGWOFibHx lG0I/vLLq6Rdc/0rt/ZQrzbOizhKcApncAk+ 3EAD7qEJLSAwhmd4hTdHOC/Ou/OxaF1zipk T+APn8wfGHo1P</latexit>
0.99
<latexit sha1_base64="FBkDz QT6/O1y8FMRcLATgDx By9g=">AAAB63icbVB NS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXx Sp4CkkVtLeCF48V7Ae 0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+ he8eFDEq3/Im//GTZu Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG 8/7dtbWNza3tks75d 29/YPDytFxW8epIrRF Yh6rbog15UzSlmGG02 6iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeq NIvlo5kmNBB4JFnECD a55Ln1+qBS9VxvDrRK /IJUoUBzUPnqD2OSCi oN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxw Oiv3U00TTCZ4RHuWS iyoDrL5rTN0YZUhimJ lSxo0V39PZFhoPRWh7 RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URLd BxmSSGirJYlGUcmRil D+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7c iMsYKE2PjKdsQ/OWXV 0m75vpXbu3huto4L+I owSmcwSX4cAMNuIcmt IDAGJ7hFd4c4bw478 7HonXNKWZO4A+czx/T x41Y</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base 64="LqHKD+DhmNgYtShNIunNdeLTkHc=">AA AB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAquykwVdF lw47KCfUA7lEyaaUOTzJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+ TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+s bm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4 Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhg SQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0rVfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV 38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6I SPWc1QRyUyQzXed4QunDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dG pDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210G2RcJallii4G RanANsb54XjINaNWTB0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6y C8FfPnmVtOs1/6pWf7iuNs6LOEpwCmdwCT7c QAPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMA foM8fufqNRw==</latexit> 0.99
<latexit sha1_base 64="FBkDzQT6/O1y8FMRcLATgDxBy9g=">AA AB63icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkVtL eCF48V7Ae0oWy2m3bp7ibsboQS+he8eFDEq3 /Im//GTZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MOFMG8/7dtbWN za3tks75d29/YPDytFxW8epIrRFYh6rbog15 UzSlmGG026iKBYhp51wcpf7nSeqNIvlo5kmN BB4JFnECDa55Ln1+qBS9VxvDrRK/IJUoUBzU PnqD2OSCioN4Vjrnu8lJsiwMoxwOiv3U00TT CZ4RHuWSiyoDrL5rTN0YZUhimJlSxo0V39P ZFhoPRWh7RTYjPWyl4v/eb3URLdBxmSSGirJ YlGUcmRilD+OhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2Pj KdsQ/OWXV0m75vpXbu3huto4L+IowSmcwSX4 cAMNuIcmtIDAGJ7hFd4c4bw4787HonXNKWZ O4A+czx/Tx41Y</latexit>
0.01
<latexit sha1_base 64="LqHKD+DhmNgYtShNIunNdeLTkHc=">AA AB63icbVDLSgMxFL3xWeur6tJNsAquykwVdF lw47KCfUA7lEyaaUOTzJBkhDL0F9y4UMStP+ TOvzHTzkJbD4QczrmXe+8JE8GN9bxvtLa+s bm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo7bJk41ZS0ai1h3Q2KY4 Iq1LLeCdRPNiAwF64STu9zvPDFteKwe7TRhg SQjxSNOic0lr+b5g0rVfXPgVeIXpAoFmoPKV 38Y01QyZakgxvR8L7FBRrTlVLBZuZ8alhA6I SPWc1QRyUyQzXed4QunDHEUa/eUxXP1d0dG pDFTGbpKSezYLHu5+J/XS210G2RcJallii4G RanANsb54XjINaNWTB0hVHO3K6Zjogm1Lp6y C8FfPnmVtOs1/6pWf7iuNs6LOEpwCmdwCT7c QAPuoQktoDCGZ3iFNyTRC3pHH4vSNVT0nMA foM8fufqNRw==</latexit>
0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="NAxZyIUyWuzKqA rKvBeKP2oSDgA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV7LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl26 2YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR0 3TZJpxhsskYluh9RwKRRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6W y53pzkFXi56QMOeq90le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOi UXVumTKNG2FJK5+ntiQmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6GUTWYCJVmyBVbLIoySTAhs79JX2jOUI 4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgL7+8SpoV179yK/fX5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGHG6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8O ZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBWYI0U</latexit>
0.2
<latexit sha1_base64="fO/MKjfP4d5nx2 U/+RB9iG8LAKQ=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0iqoMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bp ZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj U1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGwSU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xiOlA8ogzaqz04LnVXrn iud4cZJX4OalAjnqv/NXtJyyLURomqNYd30tNMKHKcCZwWupmGlPKRnSAHUsljVEHk/mpU3 JulT6JEmVLGjJXf09MaKz1OA5tZ0zNUC97M/E/r5OZ6CaYcJlmBiVbLIoyQUxCZn+TPlfIjB hbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6JRuCv/zyKmlWXf/Srd5fVWpneRxFOIFTuAAfrqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wp sjnBfn3flYtBacfOYY/sD5/AFNSI0O</latexit>0.8
<latexit sha1_base 64="NAxZyIUyWuzKqArKvBeKP2oSDgA=">AA AB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV7L HgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49R d589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y 3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpxhsskYluh9RwK RRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQ UwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6Wy53pzkFXi56QMOeq90 le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG 9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOiUXVumTKNG2FJK5+nti QmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6GUTWYCJVmyBVb LIoySTAhs79JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO 0YbgL7+8SpoV179yK/fX5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGH G6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnM Cf+B8/gBWYI0U</latexit>
0.2
<latexit sha1_base 64="fO/MKjfP4d5nx2U/+RB9iG8LAKQ=">AA AB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0iqoM eCF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0Ip/QlePCji1V /kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAqujed9O4W19 Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU1EmmGDZYIhLVDqlGw SU2DDcC26lCGocCW+Hodua3nlBpnshHM04xi OlA8ogzaqz04LnVXrniud4cZJX4OalAjnqv/ NXtJyyLURomqNYd30tNMKHKcCZwWupmGlPKR nSAHUsljVEHk/mpU3JulT6JEmVLGjJXf09M aKz1OA5tZ0zNUC97M/E/r5OZ6CaYcJlmBiVb LIoyQUxCZn+TPlfIjBhbQpni9lbChlRRZmw6 JRuCv/zyKmlWXf/Srd5fVWpneRxFOIFTuAAf rqEGd1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnBfn3flYtBacfOY Y/sD5/AFNSI0O</latexit>
0.4
<latexit sha1_base64="weY42Ijnrlku/o f/HZcjlgNsa8M=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4Ckkt6LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl26 2YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR0 3TZJpxhsskYluh9RwKRRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6W y53pzkFXi56QMOeq90le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOi UXVumTKNG2FJK5+ntiQmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6G0U0wESrNkCu2WBRlkmBCZn+TvtCcoR xbQpkW9lbChlRThjadog3BX355lTQrrn/lVu6r5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGHa6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8O ZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBQUI0Q</latexit>
0.6
<latexit sha1_base64="VMRsbfERpHIYdF I8lI1yjT2bUCA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV9Vjw4rGi/YA2lM120y7d bMLuRCilP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLUykMet63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg4 bJsk043WWyES3Qmq4FIrXUaDkrVRzGoeSN8Ph7dRvPnFtRKIecZTyIKZ9JSLBKFrpwXOvuqW y53ozkGXi56QMOWrd0lenl7As5gqZpMa0fS/FYEw1Cib5pNjJDE8pG9I+b1uqaMxNMJ6dOi FnVumRKNG2FJKZ+ntiTGNjRnFoO2OKA7PoTcX/vHaG0U0wFirNkCs2XxRlkmBCpn+TntCcoR xZQpkW9lbCBlRThjadog3BX3x5mTQqrn/hVu4vy9XTPI4CHMMJnIMP11CFO6hBHRj04Rle4c 2Rzovz7nzMW1ecfOYI/sD5/AFTWI0S</latexit>
0.24
<latexit sha1_base64="a7Vj152FKyaZdB iqEI72qAMQ0Lc=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LFbBU0hqQY8FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3S 3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vF JR8epIrRNYh6rXog15UzStmGG016iKBYhp91wepf73SeqNIvlo5klNBB4LFnECDa55Ln1xrB a81xvAbRO/ILUoEBrWP0ajGKSCioN4Vjrvu8lJsiwMoxwOq8MUk0TTKZ4TPuWSiyoDrLFrX N0aZURimJlSxq0UH9PZFhoPROh7RTYTPSql4v/ef3URLdBxmSSGirJclGUcmRilD+ORkxRYv jMEkwUs7ciMsEKE2PjqdgQ/NWX10mn7vrXbv2hUWteFHGU4QzO4Qp8uIEm3EML2kBgAs/wCm +OcF6cd+dj2VpyiplT+APn8wfBkI1M</latexit>
In the literature, the distribution semantics usually associates with a goal a single probability
value (1), rather than a whole tree. However, given the distribution tree it is straightforward
to compute such probability. The subtree highlighted in red above describes a refutation of
Hear_alarm(M) with probability 0.000001296 ( = the product of all the probabilities in the
subtree). The sum of all the probabilities associated to such “refutation” subtrees yields the
usual distribution semantics (1) – the computation is shown in detail in Appendix A.
In the remainder of this section, we focus on the coalgebraic characterisation of distribution
trees and the associated semantics map. Our strategy will be to introduce a novel coalgebra
type D≤1PfPf , such that distribution trees can be seen as elements of the cofree coalgebra.
Then, we will provide a natural transformation Mpr ⇒ D≤1Pf , which can be used to
transforms stochastic derivation trees into distribution trees. Finally, composing the universal
properties of these cofree coalgebras will yield the desired distribution semantics.
We begin with the definition ofD≤1Pf . This is simply the compositeD≤1Pf : Sets→ Sets,
where D≤1 is the sub-probability distribution functor. Recall that D≤1 maps X to the set of
sub-probability distributions with finite supports on X (i.e., convex combinations of elements
of X whose sum is less or equal to 1), and acts component-wise on functions.
I Remark 11. Note that we cannot work with full probabilities here, since a goal may not
match any clause. In such a case there is no world in which the goal is refutable and its
probability in the program is 0.
The next step is to recover distribution trees as the elements of the D≤1PfPf -cofree
coalgebra on At. This goes via a terminal sequence, similarly to the case ofMprPf in the
previous section. The terminal sequence for At×D≤1PfPf (−) : Sets→ Sets is constructed
as the one for At×MprPf (−) : Sets→ Sets (Construction 7), with D≤1Pf replacingMpr.
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I Proposition 12. The terminal sequence of At × D≤1PfPf (−) converges at some limit
ordinal χ, and (λχ+1χ )−1 : Yχ → At×D≤1PfPfYχ is the final At×D≤1PfPf coalgebra.
Proof. As for Proposition 8, by [28, Cor. 3.3] it suffices to show that D≤1Pf is accessible and
preserves monos. Both are simple exercises; in particular, see [1] for accessibility of D≤1. J
The association of distribution trees with elements of Yχ is suggested by the type
At×D≤1PfPf . Indeed, At×D≤1 is the layer of atom-nodes, labelled with elements of At and
with outgoing edges forming a sub-probability distribution; the first Pf is the layer of world-
nodes; the second Pf is the layer of clause-nodes. The coalgebra map Yχ → At×D≤1PfPfYχ
associates a goal to subtrees of its distribution trees, analogously to the coalgebra structure
on stochastic derivation trees in the previous section.
The last ingredient we need is a translation of stochastic derivation trees into distribution
trees. We formalise this as a natural transformation pw :Mpr ⇒ D≤1Pf . The naturality of
pw can be checked with a simple calculation.
I Definition 13. The “possible worlds” natural transformation pw : Mpr ⇒ D≤1Pf is
defined by pwX : ϕ 7→
∑





In particular, when supp(ϕ) is empty, pwX(ϕ) = 0.
Now we have all the ingredients to characterise the distribution semantics coalgebraically,
as the morphism 〈〈−〉〉p : At→ Yχ defined by the following diagram, which maps A ∈ At to





















idAt×D≤1PfPf (J−Kp)// At×D≤1PfPfXγ idAt×D≤1PfPf (!) // At×D≤1PfPfYχ
(3)
Note the use of pw to extend probabilistic logic programs and stochastic derivation trees
to the same coalgebra type as distribution trees. Then the distribution semantics 〈〈−〉〉p
is uniquely defined by the universal property of the final At × D≤1PfPf -coalgebra. By
uniqueness, it can also be computed as the composite ! ◦ J−Kp, that is, first one derives
the semantics J−Kp, then applies the translation pw to each level of the resulting stochastic
derivation tree, in order to turn it into a distribution tree.
4 General Case
We now generalise our coalgebraic treatment to arbitrary probabilistic logic programs and
goals, possibly including variables. The section has the same structure as the one devoted to
the ground case. First, in Subsection 4.2, we give a coalgebraic representation for general PLP,
and equip it with a final coalgebra semantics in terms of stochastic derivation trees. Next, in
Subsection 4.3, we study the coalgebraic representation of the distribution semantics. We
begin by introducing our leading example – an extension of Example 1.
I Example 14. We tweak the ground program of Example 1. Now it is not just Mary that
may hear the alarm, but also her neighbours. There is a small probability that the alarm
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rings because someone passes too close to Mary’s house. However, we can only estimate the
possibility of paracusia and being awake for Mary, not the neighbours. The revised program,
which by abuse of notation we also call Pal, is based on an extension of the language in
Example 1: we add a new 1-ary function symbol Neigh1 to the signature Σal, and a new
1-ary predicate PassBy(−) to the alphabet. Note the appearance of a variable x.
0.01 :: Earthquake ← 0.5 :: Alarm ← Earthquake
0.2 :: Burglary ← 0.9 :: Alarm ← Burglary
0.6 :: Wake(Mary) ← 0.1 :: Alarm ← PassBy(x)
0.01 :: Paracusia(Mary) ← 0.3 :: Hear_alarm(x) ← Paracusia(x)
0.8 :: Wake(Neigh(x)) ←Wake(x) 0.8 :: Hear_alarm(x) ← Alarm, Wake(x)
As we want to maintain our approach a direct generalisation of the coalgebraic semantics [3]
of pure logic programs, the derivation semantics J−K for PLP will represent resolution by
unification. This means that, at each step of the computation, given a goal A, one seeks
substitutions θ, τ such that Aθ = Hτ for some head H of a clause in the program. As
a roadmap, we anticipate the way this computation is represented in terms of stochastic
derivation trees (Definition 20 below), with a continuation of our leading example.
I Example 15. In the context of Example 14, the tree for JHear_alarm(x)KPal is (partially)
depicted below. Compared to the ground case (Example 6), now substitutions applied on
the goal side appear explicitly as labels. We abbreviate Neigh as N and Mary as M.
Hear alarm(x)
<latexit sha1_base 64="hJ+KifK8TTcAGh5rlLSCc56QZK4=">A AACAHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+nVpY2BxGITbh LgpaCjYpFYwGciHMbeZ0yd4Hu3NiONL4V2w sFLH1Z9j5b9zEKzTxwcDjvRlm5gWpFJpc98 sqzc0vLC6Vlysrq2vrG/bm1rVOMsWxxROZq HYAGqWIsUWCJLZThRAFEm+CwfnYv7lHpUUS X9EwxW4Et7EIBQcyUs/e8QkfSId5E0H5PZC gotrD4ahnV926O4EzS7yCVFmBi5796fcTnk UYE5egdcdzU+rmoEhwiaOKn2lMgQ/gFjuGx hCh7uaTB0bOgVH6TpgoUzE5E/X3RA6R1sMo MJ0R0J2e9sbif14no/C0m4s4zQhj/rMozKR DiTNOw+kLhZzk0BDgSphbHX4HCjiZzComBG /65Vly3ah7R/XG5XH1bL+Io8x22R6rMY+ds DPWZBesxTgbsSf2wl6tR+vZerPef1pLVjGz zf7A+vgG3wqWeg==</latexit>
Wake(M)
<latexit sha1_base 64="RMwtJPevQRvJfhNBt5nerulxYxI=">A AAB+XicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69DEYhXsJu FPQY8OJFiGAekIQwO+lNhsw+mOkNhiV/4sW DIl79E2/+jZNkD5pY0FBUddPd5cVSaHScby u3tr6xuZXfLuzs7u0f2IdHDR0likOdRzJSL Y9pkCKEOgqU0IoVsMCT0PRGtzO/OQalRRQ+ 4iSGbsAGofAFZ2iknm13EJ5Q+2mTjaB0fzH t2UWn7MxBV4mbkSLJUOvZX51+xJMAQuSSad 12nRi7KVMouIRpoZNoiBkfsQG0DQ1ZALqbz i+f0nOj9KkfKVMh0rn6eyJlgdaTwDOdAcOh XvZm4n9eO0H/ppuKME4QQr5Y5CeSYkRnMdC +UMBRTgxhXAlzK+VDphhHE1bBhOAuv7xKGp Wye1muPFwVq2dZHHlyQk5JibjkmlTJHamRO uFkTJ7JK3mzUuvFerc+Fq05K5s5Jn9gff4A OKmTSQ==</latexit> Paracursia(M)
<latexit sha1_base 64="9CK9lk7QeEc6nYby/xUAPdK/z44=">A AAB/3icbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vUcGNm2AV6qbM VEGXBTduhAr2AW0pmTTThmYyQ3JHLGMX/oo bF4q49Tfc+Tdm2llo64HA4ZxzuTfHiwTX4D jfVm5peWV1Lb9e2Njc2t6xd/caOowVZXUai lC1PKKZ4JLVgYNgrUgxEniCNb3RVeo375nS PJR3MI5YNyADyX1OCRipZx90gD2A9pMaUYT GJkhKN6eTnl10ys4UeJG4GSmiDLWe/dXphz QOmAQqiNZt14mgmxAFnAo2KXRizSJCR2TA2 oZKEjDdTab3T/CJUfrYD5V5EvBU/T2RkEDr ceCZZEBgqOe9VPzPa8fgX3YTLqMYmKSzRX4 sMIQ4LQP3uWIUxNgQQhU3t2I6TIsAU1nBlO DOf3mRNCpl96xcuT0vVo+zOvLoEB2hEnLRB aqia1RDdUTRI3pGr+jNerJerHfrYxbNWdnM PvoD6/MHFKCWCA==</latexit>
Wake(N(x))
<latexit sha1_base64="MmtLlOiShqOsf ULrNeBQ+ky/yJs=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dBKvQbkpSBV0W3LiSCvYBbSiT6 aQdOpmEmYkYQv0VNy4UceuHuPNvnKZZaOuBgcM593LPHC9iVCrb/jYKa+sbm1vF7dLO7t7 +gXl41JFhLDBp45CFouchSRjlpK2oYqQXCYICj5GuN72e+90HIiQN+b1KIuIGaMypTzFSW hqa5UGA1ET6aRdNSfW2+lirzYZmxa7bGaxV4uSkAjlaQ/NrMApxHBCuMENS9h07Um6KhKK YkVlpEEsSITxFY9LXlKOASDfNws+sM62MLD8U+nFlZervjRQFUiaBpyezqMveXPzP68fKv 3JTyqNYEY4Xh/yYWSq05k1YIyoIVizRBGFBdVYLT5BAWOm+SroEZ/nLq6TTqDvn9cbdRaV 5mtdRhGM4gSo4cAlNuIEWtAFDAs/wCm/Gk/FivBsfi9GCke+U4Q+Mzx/Cd5QW</latexit >
PassBy(N(M))
<latexit sha1_base64="FfJ5Ri6QnBT4g eJpm+dUGbGTmpU=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RsWVm2AV2k2ZqYIui27cKBVsLbRDy aSZNjTzIMkIw1DwV9y4UMSt3+HOvzGdzkJbDwQO59ybnBw34kwqy/o2CkvLK6trxfXSxub W9o65u9eWYSwIbZGQh6LjYkk5C2hLMcVpJxIU+y6nD+74auo/PFIhWRjcqySijo+HAfMYw UpLffOg52M1kl7axFJeJpXbyk21OumbZatmZUCLxM5JGXI0++ZXbxCS2KeBIlzf1LWtSDk pFooRTielXixphMkYD2lX0wD7VDppFn+CTrQyQF4o9AkUytTfGyn2pUx8V09mYee9qfif1 42Vd+GkLIhiRQMye8iLOVIhmnaBBkxQoniiCSaC6ayIjLDAROnGSroEe/7Li6Rdr9mntfr dWblxnNdRhEM4ggrYcA4NuIYmtIBACs/wCm/Gk/FivBsfs9GCke/swx8Ynz8M/ZTJ</lat exit>
PassBy(N(x))
<latexit sha1_base64="FdN3XJcG2sBC0 E7rzpxR+t5LPVY=">AAAB/nicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+RsWVm2AV2k2ZqYIui25cSQXbCu1QM mmmDc08SDLiMBT8FTcuFHHrd7jzb0yns9DWA4HDOfcmJ8eNOJPKsr6NwtLyyupacb20sbm 1vWPu7rVlGAtCWyTkobh3saScBbSlmOL0PhIU+y6nHXd8NfU7D1RIFgZ3Komo4+NhwDxGs NJS3zzo+ViNpJc2sZSXSeWm8litTvpm2apZGdAisXNShhzNvvnVG4Qk9mmgCNc3dW0rUk6 KhWKE00mpF0saYTLGQ9rVNMA+lU6axZ+gE60MkBcKfQKFMvX3Rop9KRPf1ZNZ2HlvKv7nd WPlXTgpC6JY0YDMHvJijlSIpl2gAROUKJ5ogolgOisiIywwUbqxki7Bnv/yImnXa/ZprX5 7Vm4c53UU4RCOoAI2nEMDrqEJLSCQwjO8wpvxZLwY78bHbLRg5Dv78AfG5w9OqpT0</lat exit>
PassBy(M)
<latexit sha1_base64="7Tyyu52E0+gkb rsyMgZQOwtpazM=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr1qWbYBXqpiRV0GXRjRuhgn1AG8pkO mmHTiZhZiKGkF9x40IRt/6IO//GaZqFth4YOJxz78yZ40WMSmXb38bK6tr6xmZpq7y9s7u 3bx5UOjKMBSZtHLJQ9DwkCaOctBVVjPQiQVDgMdL1pjczv/tIhKQhf1BJRNwAjTn1KUZKS 0OzMgiQmkg/bSEpr5Pa3Vk2NKt23c5hLROnIFUo0BqaX4NRiOOAcIWZvqbv2JFyUyQUxYx k5UEsSYTwFI1JX1OOAiLdNM+eWadaGVl+KPThysrV3xspCqRMAk9P5kkXvZn4n9ePlX/lp pRHsSIczx/yY2ap0JoVYY2oIFixRBOEBdVZLTxBAmGl6yrrEpzFLy+TTqPunNcb9xfV5kl RRwmO4Bhq4MAlNOEWWtAGDE/wDK/wZmTGi/FufMxHV4xi5xD+wPj8AZgtlAw=</latexit >
PassBy(y)
<latexit sha1_base64="KpHdlgaM45VI2 b5o172jTqSek88=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeoYwsFgWpLFVSkGCsYGEsEn1IbVQ5r tNadR6yHUQU5VdYGECIlR9h429w0wzQciRLR+fcax8fN+JMKsv6Nkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v6 BeVjtyjAWhHZIyEPRd7GknAW0o5jitB8Jin2X0547u537vUcqJAuDB5VE1PHxJGAeI1hpa WRWhz5WU+mlbSzlTVJPzrORWbMaVg60SuyC1KBAe2R+DcchiX0aKML1NQPbipSTYqEY4TS rDGNJI0xmeEIHmgbYp9JJ8+wZOtPKGHmh0CdQKFd/b6TYlzLxXT2ZJ1325uJ/3iBW3rWTs iCKFQ3I4iEv5kiFaF4EGjNBieKJJpgIprMiMsUCE6XrqugS7OUvr5Jus2FfNJr3l7XWaVF HGY7hBOpgwxW04A7a0AECT/AMr/BmZMaL8W58LEZLRrFzBH9gfP4A2zWUOA==</latexit >
x   M
<latexit sha1_base 64="pHTYmEddskmK0GogNqx6FG6dnCw=">A AAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gFVyWp gi4LbtwIFewD2lAm00k7dDIJMxOxhuKvuHG hiFv/w51/4zTNQlsPDBzOuZc59/gxZ0o7zr dVWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre2d+zdvaaKEklog0Q8k m0fK8qZoA3NNKftWFIc+py2/NHV1G/dU6lY JO70OKZeiAeCBYxgbaSefdANsR6qIH1AhsV KR+hm0rPLTsXJgBaJm5My5Kj37K9uPyJJSI UmHCvVcZ1YeymWmhFOJ6VuomiMyQgPaMdQg UOqvDRLP0EnRumjIJLmCY0y9fdGikOlxqFv JrOs895U/M/rJDq49FIm4kRTQWYfBQlH5sZ pFajPJCWajw3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1jJlODOn7 xImtWKe1ap3p6Xa8d5HUU4hCM4BRcuoAbXU IcGEHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY/ZaMHKd/bhD6zP H30DlSU=</latexit> x   x
<latexit sha1_base64="qoxox0bZ672lF It25LZmMyWcZBU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gFVyWpgi4LblxWsA9oQ5lMJ +3QySTMTKQ1FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbp2kW2npg4HDOvcy5x485U9pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO 7Z+8fNFWUSEIbJOKRbPtYUc4EbWimOW3HkuLQ57Tlj25mfuuBSsUica8nMfVCPBAsYARrI /Xso26I9VAF6RgZFisdofG0Z5edipMBLRM3J2XIUe/ZX91+RJKQCk04VqrjOrH2Uiw1I5x OS91E0RiTER7QjqECh1R5aZZ+is6M0kdBJM0TGmXq740Uh0pNQt9MZlkXvZn4n9dJdHDtp UzEiaaCzD8KEo7MjbMqUJ9JSjSfGIKJZCYrIkMsMdGmsJIpwV08eZk0qxX3olK9uyzXTvM 6inAMJ3AOLlxBDW6hDg0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRgpXvHMIfWJ8/vlqVUA==</latexit >
x   N(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="GX0hsBLaOHTV0 Neuy6xv0m10oOE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAajEJuwGwUtAzZWEsE8IFnC7 GQ2GTL7YGZWEpZt/BUbC0Vs/Qw7/8bJZgtNPDBwOOde5p7jRpxJZVnfRmFldW19o7hZ2tr e2d0z9w9aMowFoU0S8lB0XCwpZwFtKqY47USCYt/ltO2Ob2Z++5EKycLgQU0j6vh4GDCPE ay01DePej5WI+klE6RZJFWI7iqT87Rvlq2qlQEtEzsnZcjR6JtfvUFIYp8GinAsZde2IuU kWChGOE1LvVjSCJMxHtKupgH2qXSSLECKzrQyQF4o9AsUytTfGwn2pZz6rp7Mzl30ZuJ/X jdW3rWTsCCKFQ3I/CMv5kjHnLWBBkxQovhUE0wE07ciMsICE6U7K+kS7MXIy6RVq9oX1dr 9Zbl+mtdRhGM4gQrYcAV1uIUGNIFACs/wCm/Gk/FivBsf89GCke8cwh8Ynz82TJYN</lat exit>
Earthquake
<latexit sha1_base 64="VZRVLgZ5CzI+ZxBfVuYCYuG/wB4=">A AAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduglVwVZIq 6LIggssK9gFtKJPpTTt08nDmRgyh/oobF4q 49UPc+TdO2yy09cCFwzn3ztx7vFhwhbb9bR RWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09c/+gpaJEMmiySESy4 1EFgofQRI4COrEEGngC2t74auq3H0AqHoV3 mMbgBnQYcp8zilrqm+UewiMqP7umEkf3CR3 DpG9W7Ko9g7VMnJxUSI5G3/zqDSKWBBAiE1 SprmPH6Gb6Rc4ETEq9REFM2ZgOoatpSANQb jZbfmKdaGVg+ZHUFaI1U39PZDRQKg083RlQ HKlFbyr+53UT9C/djIdxghCy+Ud+IiyMrGk S1oBLYChSTSiTXO9qsRGVlKHOq6RDcBZPXi atWtU5q9Zuzyv14zyOIjkkR+SUOOSC1MkNa ZAmYSQlz+SVvBlPxovxbnzMWwtGPlMmf2B8 /gCd05VM</latexit>
Burglary
<latexit sha1_base 64="UK9uvLscBD+D+L4eOApRQnSdJPs=">A AAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/Uj16WayCp5JU QY9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN+3SzSbsTtQQ+1O8eFD Eq7/Em//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8w8PxZcg+N8W4 WV1bX1jeJmaWt7Z3fPLu+3dJQoypo0EpHq+ EQzwSVrAgfBOrFiJPQFa/vj66nfvmdK80je QRozLyRDyQNOCRipb5d7wB5BB9lVooaCqHT StytO1ZkBLxM3JxWUo9G3v3qDiCYhk0AF0b rrOjF4GVHAqWCTUi/RLCZ0TIasa6gkIdNeN jt9gk+MMsBBpExJwDP190RGQq3T0DedIYGR XvSm4n9eN4Hg0su4jBNgks4XBYnAEOFpDnj AFaMgUkMIVdzciumIKELBpFUyIbiLLy+TVq 3qnlVrt+eV+nEeRxEdoiN0ilx0geroBjVQE 1H0gJ7RK3qznqwX6936mLcWrHzmAP2B9fkD HXqUdQ==</latexit>
Alarm
<latexit sha1_base64="xciZp OOCKM7kFjIeZkpnPN q01V4=">AAAB9XicbV DLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXq ZiCaeyC6a6BHjxSMm8 kgAyezQCxNmdjczvS rZ8B9ePGiMV//Fm3/j AHtQsJJOKlXd6e7yY ykMuu63s7S8srq2ntv Ib25t7+wW9vbrJko0 hxqPZKSbPjMgRQg1FC ihGWtgypfQ8IfXE7/ xANqIKLzDUQwdxfqhC ARnaKX7NsITmiC9kk yrcbdQdEvuFHSReBkp kgzVbuGr3Yt4oiBEL pkxLc+NsZMyjYJLGOf biYGY8SHrQ8vSkCkw nXR69ZieWKVHg0jbCp FO1d8TKVPGjJRvOxX DgZn3JuJ/XivB4LKTi jBOEEI+WxQkkmJEJx HQntDAUY4sYVwLeyvl A6YZRxtU3obgzb+8S OrlkndWKt+eFyvHWRw 5ckiOyCnxyAWpkBtS JTXCiSbP5JW8OY/Oi/ PufMxal5xs5oD8gfP 5AxVWkss=</latexi t>
Alarm
<latexit sha1_base64="xciZpOOCKM7kF jIeZkpnPNq01V4=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZiCaeyC6a6BHjxSMm8kgAyezQC xNmdjczvSrZ8B9ePGiMV//Fm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e7yYykMuu63s7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+w W9vbrJko0hxqPZKSbPjMgRQg1FCihGWtgypfQ8IfXE7/xANqIKLzDUQwdxfqhCARnaKX7N sITmiC9kkyrcbdQdEvuFHSReBkpkgzVbuGr3Yt4oiBELpkxLc+NsZMyjYJLGOfbiYGY8SH rQ8vSkCkwnXR69ZieWKVHg0jbCpFO1d8TKVPGjJRvOxXDgZn3JuJ/XivB4LKTijBOEEI+W xQkkmJEJxHQntDAUY4sYVwLeyvlA6YZRxtU3obgzb+8SOrlkndWKt+eFyvHWRw5ckiOyCn xyAWpkBtSJTXCiSbP5JW8OY/Oi/PufMxal5xs5oD8gfP5AxVWkss=</latexit>
Paracusia(N(x))
<latexit sha1_base64="b4tSFQDSyjWOd fxvhRLEsGyVLQc=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6kZwM1iFdlOSKuiy4MaVVLAPaEOZT Cft0MmDmYlYQt34K25cKOLWv3Dn3zhJs9DWAxcO59zLvfe4EWdSWda3sbS8srq2Xtgobm5 t7+yae/stGcaC0CYJeSg6LpaUs4A2FVOcdiJBse9y2nbHV6nfvqdCsjC4U5OIOj4eBsxjB Cst9c3Dno/VSHpJAwtMYslw+ab8UKlM+2bJqloZ0CKxc1KCHI2++dUbhCT2aaAIx1J2bSt SToKFYoTTabEXSxphMsZD2tU0wD6VTpJ9MEWnWhkgLxS6AoUy9fdEgn0pJ76rO7N7571U/ M/rxsq7dBIWRLGiAZkt8mKOVIjSONCACUoUn2iCiWD6VkRGaRRKh1bUIdjzLy+SVq1qn1V rt+el+kkeRwGO4BjKYMMF1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZjwZL8a78TFrXTLymQP4A+PzB8lHllk=< /latexit>
x   x
<latexit sha1_base 64="qoxox0bZ672lFIt25LZmMyWcZBU=">A AAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gFVyWp gi4LblxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTKQ1FH/FjQt F3Pof7vwbp2kW2npg4HDOvcy5x485U9pxvq 3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNFWUSEIbJOKRb PtYUc4EbWimOW3HkuLQ57Tlj25mfuuBSsUi ca8nMfVCPBAsYARrI/Xso26I9VAF6RgZFis dofG0Z5edipMBLRM3J2XIUe/ZX91+RJKQCk 04VqrjOrH2Uiw1I5xOS91E0RiTER7QjqECh 1R5aZZ+is6M0kdBJM0TGmXq740Uh0pNQt9M ZlkXvZn4n9dJdHDtpUzEiaaCzD8KEo7MjbM qUJ9JSjSfGIKJZCYrIkMsMdGmsJIpwV08eZ k0qxX3olK9uyzXTvM6inAMJ3AOLlxBDW6hD g0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRgpXvHMIfWJ8/ vlqVUA==</latexit>
x   M
<latexit sha1_base64="pHTYmEddskmK0 GogNqx6FG6dnCw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gFVyWpgi4LbtwIFewD2lAm0 0k7dDIJMxOxhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/4zTNQlsPDBzOuZc59/gxZ0o7zrdVWFpeWV0rrpc2Nre 2d+zdvaaKEklog0Q8km0fK8qZoA3NNKftWFIc+py2/NHV1G/dU6lYJO70OKZeiAeCBYxgb aSefdANsR6qIH1AhsVKR+hm0rPLTsXJgBaJm5My5Kj37K9uPyJJSIUmHCvVcZ1YeymWmhF OJ6VuomiMyQgPaMdQgUOqvDRLP0EnRumjIJLmCY0y9fdGikOlxqFvJrOs895U/M/rJDq49 FIm4kRTQWYfBQlH5sZpFajPJCWajw3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1jJlODOn7xImtWKe1ap3p6Xa8d 5HUU4hCM4BRcuoAbXUIcGEHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY/ZaMHKd/bhD6zPH30DlSU=</latexit >...
<latexit sha1_base 64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">A AAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LU gi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caG IWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2y ptbe/s7pX3KweHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB 0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/ wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z 2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9 dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+ AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l +J83SCG89TMeJymwmK4OhanAIPGyBTziilE Qc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXt cbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6 Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa </latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base 64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">A AAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LU gi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caG IWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2y ptbe/s7pX3KweHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB 0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/ wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z 2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9 dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+ AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l +J83SCG89TMeJymwmK4OhanAIPGyBTziilE Qc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXt cbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6 Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa </latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base 64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">A AAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LU gi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caG IWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2y ptbe/s7pX3KweHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB 0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/ wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z 2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9 dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+ AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l +J83SCG89TMeJymwmK4OhanAIPGyBTziilE Qc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXt cbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6 Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa </latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base 64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">A AAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LU gi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caG IWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2y ptbe/s7pX3KweHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB 0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/ wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z 2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9 dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+ AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l +J83SCG89TMeJymwmK4OhanAIPGyBTziilE Qc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXt cbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6 Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa </latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base 64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">A AAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LU gi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caG IWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2y ptbe/s7pX3KweHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB 0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/ wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z 2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9 dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+ AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l +J83SCG89TMeJymwmK4OhanAIPGyBTziilE Qc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXt cbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6 Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa </latexit>
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="/I6fBNgKIFLNV KT94ae25iSA75A=">AAAB9XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcTEE9lFEj2SePGIiYAJIOmWL jR0u5v2rYZs+B9ePGiMV/+LN/+NZdmDgpM0mcx7kzcdP5bCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+ gfHjUNlGiGW+xSEb63qeGS6F4CwVKfh9rTkNf8o4/uZ7PO49cGxGpO5zGvB/SkRKBYBSt9 NALKY5NkPaGEZrZoFxxq24Gskq8nFQgR3NQ/rJGloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ+VeonhMWU TOuJdSxUNuemnWeoZObPKkASRtk8hydTfjpSGxkxD325mKZdnc/G/WTfB4KqfChUnyBVbH AoSSTAi8wrIUGjOUE4toUwLm5WwMdWUoS2qZEvwlr+8Stq1qndRrd3WK416XkcRTuAUzsG DS2jADTShBQw0PMMrvDlPzovz7nwsVgtO7jmGP3A+fwAu5ZLp</latexit>
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="/I6fBNgKIFLNV KT94ae25iSA75A=">AAAB9XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcTEE9lFEj2SePGIiYAJIOmWL jR0u5v2rYZs+B9ePGiMV/+LN/+NZdmDgpM0mcx7kzcdP5bCoOt+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+ gfHjUNlGiGW+xSEb63qeGS6F4CwVKfh9rTkNf8o4/uZ7PO49cGxGpO5zGvB/SkRKBYBSt9 NALKY5NkPaGEZrZoFxxq24Gskq8nFQgR3NQ/rJGloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ+VeonhMWU TOuJdSxUNuemnWeoZObPKkASRtk8hydTfjpSGxkxD325mKZdnc/G/WTfB4KqfChUnyBVbH AoSSTAi8wrIUGjOUE4toUwLm5WwMdWUoS2qZEvwlr+8Stq1qndRrd3WK416XkcRTuAUzsG DS2jADTShBQw0PMMrvDlPzovz7nwsVgtO7jmGP3A+fwAu5ZLp</latexit>
0.8
<latexit sha1_base 64="NAxZyIUyWuzKqArKvBeKP2oSDgA=">A AAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV 7LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtpl262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p 49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ2 19Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzgsHR03TZJpxhsskYluh 9RwKRRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ9 4jjlQUwHSkSCUbTSg+dWe6Wy53pzkFXi56Q MOeq90le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tN jNDE8pG9EB71iqaMxNMJmfOiUXVumTKNG2F JK5+ntiQmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6GUTWY CJVmyBVbLIoySTAhs79JX2jOUI4toUwLeyt hQ6opQ5tO0YbgL7+8SpoV179yK/fX5dp5Hk cBTuEMLsGHG6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5d z4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBWYI0U</latexit>
0.8
<latexit sha1_base64="NAxZyIUyWuzKq ArKvBeKP2oSDgA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSp4CkkV7LHgxWNF+wFtKJvtp l262YTdiVBKf4IXD4p49Rd589+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIY9LxvZ219Y3Nru7BT3N3bPzg sHR03TZJpxhsskYluh9RwKRRvoEDJ26nmNA4lb4Wj25nfeuLaiEQ94jjlQUwHSkSCUbTSg +dWe6Wy53pzkFXi56QMOeq90le3n7As5gqZpMZ0fC/FYEI1Cib5tNjNDE8pG9EB71iqaMx NMJmfOiUXVumTKNG2FJK5+ntiQmNjxnFoO2OKQ7PszcT/vE6GUTWYCJVmyBVbLIoySTAhs 79JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgL7+8SpoV179yK/fX5dp5HkcBTuEMLsGHG6jBHdS hAQwG8Ayv8OZI58V5dz4WrWtOPnMCf+B8/gBWYI0U</latexit>
0.5
<latexit sha1_base 64="V1kkhuGPhiMmGH+ZeD87U/3V4FI=">A AAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBqvgKiRV 0WXBjcsK9gFNKJPppB06mYSZiVBCf8ONC0X c+jPu/BsnaRbaemDgcM693DMnSDhT2nG+rc ra+sbmVnW7trO7t39QPzzqqjiVhHZIzGPZD 7CinAna0Uxz2k8kxVHAaS+Y3uV+74lKxWLx qGcJ9SM8FixkBGsjeV6E9USFmWNfz4f1hmM 7BdAqcUvSgBLtYf3LG8UkjajQhGOlBq6TaD /DUjPC6bzmpYommEzxmA4MFTiiys+KzHN0b pQRCmNpntCoUH9vZDhSahYFZrLIuOzl4n/e INXhrZ8xkaSaCrI4FKYc6RjlBaARk5RoPjM EE8lMVkQmWGKiTU01U4K7/OVV0m3a7qXdfL hqtM7KOqpwAqdwAS7cQAvuoQ0dIJDAM7zCm 5VaL9a79bEYrVjlzjH8gfX5A4nPkUI=</la texit>
0.9
<latexit sha1_base 64="1l1LlAIfvkJaZ8W15cPmPpQFAaU=">A AAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBqvgKiRV UHcFNy4r2Ac0oUymk3boZBJmJkIJ/Q03LhR x68+482+cpFlo64GBwzn3cs+cIOFMacf5ti pr6xubW9Xt2s7u3v5B/fCoq+JUEtohMY9lP 8CKciZoRzPNaT+RFEcBp71gepf7vScqFYvF o54l1I/wWLCQEayN5HkR1hMVZo59Ox/WG47 tFECrxC1JA0q0h/UvbxSTNKJCE46VGrhOov 0MS80Ip/OalyqaYDLFYzowVOCIKj8rMs/Ru VFGKIyleUKjQv29keFIqVkUmMki47KXi/95 g1SHN37GRJJqKsjiUJhypGOUF4BGTFKi+cw QTCQzWRGZYImJNjXVTAnu8pdXSbdpu5d28+ Gq0Tor66jCCZzCBbhwDS24hzZ0gEACz/AKb 1ZqvVjv1sditGKVO8fwB9bnD4/jkUY=</la texit>
0.1
<latexit sha1_base64="93jDpD1qxB7qC XQxuuOqSAwSCwQ=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeur6tLNYBVchaQKuiy4cVnBPqAJZTKdt EMnkzAPoYT+hhsXirj1Z9z5N07TLLT1wMDhnHu5Z06Ucaa05307a+sbm1vblZ3q7t7+wWH t6LijUiMJbZOUp7IXYUU5E7Stmea0l0mKk4jTbjS5m/vdJyoVS8WjnmY0TPBIsJgRrK0UB AnWYxXnnuvPBrW653oF0CrxS1KHEq1B7SsYpsQkVGjCsVJ938t0mGOpGeF0Vg2MohkmEzy ifUsFTqgK8yLzDF1YZYjiVNonNCrU3xs5TpSaJpGdLDIue3PxP69vdHwb5kxkRlNBFodiw 5FO0bwANGSSEs2nlmAimc2KyBhLTLStqWpL8Je/vEo6Dde/chsP1/XmeVlHBU7hDC7Bhxt owj20oA0EMniGV3hzjPPivDsfi9E1p9w5gT9wPn8Ag7uRPg==</latexit>
0.3
<latexit sha1_base 64="naXh/lIh2rhxnIVor4Xsa4i2VYA=">A AAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBqvgKiSt oMuCG5cV7AOaUCbTSTt0MgkzE6GE/oYbF4q 49Wfc+TdO0yy09cDA4Zx7uWdOmHKmtOt+W5 WNza3tnepubW//4PDIPj7pqiSThHZIwhPZD 7GinAna0Uxz2k8lxXHIaS+c3i383hOViiXi Uc9SGsR4LFjECNZG8v0Y64mKctdpzod23XX cAmideCWpQ4n20P7yRwnJYio04VipgeemOs ix1IxwOq/5maIpJlM8pgNDBY6pCvIi8xxdG mWEokSaJzQq1N8bOY6VmsWhmSwyrnoL8T9v kOnoNsiZSDNNBVkeijKOdIIWBaARk5RoPjM EE8lMVkQmWGKiTU01U4K3+uV10m04XtNpPF zXWxdlHVU4g3O4Ag9uoAX30IYOEEjhGV7hz cqsF+vd+liOVqxy5xT+wPr8AYbFkUA=</la texit>
0.3
<latexit sha1_base64="naXh/lIh2rhxn IVor4Xsa4i2VYA=">AAAB83icbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBqvgKiStoMuCG5cV7AOaUCbTS Tt0MgkzE6GE/oYbF4q49Wfc+TdO0yy09cDA4Zx7uWdOmHKmtOt+W5WNza3tnepubW//4PD IPj7pqiSThHZIwhPZD7GinAna0Uxz2k8lxXHIaS+c3i383hOViiXiUc9SGsR4LFjECNZG8 v0Y64mKctdpzod23XXcAmideCWpQ4n20P7yRwnJYio04VipgeemOsix1IxwOq/5maIpJlM 8pgNDBY6pCvIi8xxdGmWEokSaJzQq1N8bOY6VmsWhmSwyrnoL8T9vkOnoNsiZSDNNBVkei jKOdIIWBaARk5RoPjMEE8lMVkQmWGKiTU01U4K3+uV10m04XtNpPFzXWxdlHVU4g3O4Ag9 uoAX30IYOEEjhGV7hzcqsF+vd+liOVqxy5xT+wPr8AYbFkUA=</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNe Gi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ +3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8d V++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCko V31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLO E0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwm K4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJ dIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
(4)
Resolution by unification as above will be implemented in two stages. The first step is
devising a map for term-matching. Assuming that the substitution instance Aθ of a goal A
is already given, we define p performing term-matching of Aθ in a given program P:
p(Aθ) : {B1τi, . . . , Bkτi}i∈I⊆N 7→

r (r :: H ← B1, . . . , Bk) ∈ P and
I contains all i s.t. Aθ = Hτi
0 otherwise.
(5)
Intuitively, one application of such map is represented in a tree structure as Example 15
by the first two layers of the subtree rooted at θ. The reason why the domain of p(A) is
a countable set {B1τi, . . . , Bkτi}i∈I⊆N of instances of the same body B1, . . . , Bk is that the
same clause may match a goal with countably many different substitutions τi. For example
in the bottom part of (4) there are countably infinite substitutions τi matching the head of
Alarm ← PassBy(x) to the goal Alarm, substituting x with Mary,Neigh(Mary),Neigh(x), . . . .
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This will be reflected in the coalgebraic representation of PLP (see (7) below) by the use of
the countable powset functor Pc.
In order to model arbitrary unification, the second step is considering all substitutions
θ on the goal A such that a term-matcher for Aθ exists. There is an elegant categorical
construction [3] packing together these two steps into a single coalgebra map. We will
present it in subsection 4.1, and then use it to present the derivation semantics anticipated
by Example 15 (Section 4.2). Finally we will give a coalgebraic view on the distribution
semantics for PLP (Section 4.3).
4.1 Coalgebraic Representation of PLP
Towards a categorification of general PLP, the first concern is to account for the presence of
variables in atoms. This is standardly done by letting the space of atoms on an alphabet A
be a presheaf At : LopΣ → Sets rather than a set. Here the index category LopΣ is the opposite
Lawvere Theory of Σ (see Section 2). For each n ∈ Ob(LopΣ ), At(n) is defined as the set of
A-atoms in context n. Given a n-tuple θ = 〈t1, . . . , tn〉 ∈ LopΣ [n,m] of Σ-terms in context m,
At(θ) : At(n)→ At(m) is defined by substitution, namely At(θ)(A) = Aθ, for any A ∈ At(n).
As observed in [17] for pure logic programs, if we naively try to model our specification
(5) for p as a coalgebra on At, we run into problems: indeed p is not a natural transformation,
thus not a morphism between presheaves. Intuitively, this is because the existence of a
term-matching for a goal A does not necessarily imply the existence of a term-matching
for its substitution instance Aσ. For pure logic programs, this problem can be solved in at
least two ways. First, [17] relaxes naturality by changing the base category of presheaves
from Sets to Poset. We take here the second route, namely give a “saturated” coalgebraic
treatment of PLP, generalising the modelling of pure logic programs proposed in [3]. This
approach has the advantage of letting us work with Sets-based presheaves, and be still able
to recover term-matching via a “desaturation” operation – see [3] and Appendix B.
The Saturation Adjunction. To this aim, we briefly recall the saturated approach from [3].

















Here |LopΣ | is the discretisation of LopΣ , i.e. all the arrows but the identities are dropped. The
left adjoint U is the forgetful functor, given by precomposition with the obvious inclusion
ι : |LopΣ | → LopΣ . U has a right adjoint K = Ranι : Sets|L
op
Σ | → SetsLopΣ , which sends every
presheaf F : |LopΣ | → Sets to its right Kan extension along ι, as in the rightmost diagram
in (6). The definition of K can be computed [21] as follows:
on objects F ∈ Ob(SetsLopΣ ), the presheaf K(F) : LopΣ → Sets is defined by letting K(F)(n)
be the product K(F)(n) =∏θ∈LopΣ [n,m] F(m), where m ranges over Ob(LopΣ ). Intuitively,
every element inK(F)(n) is a tuple with index set⋃m∈Ob(LopΣ ) LopΣ [n,m], and its component
at index θ : n → m is an element in F(m). We follow the convention of [3] and write
x˙, y˙, . . . for such tuples, and x˙(θ) for the component of x˙ at index θ.
With this convention, given an arrow σ ∈ LopΣ [n, n′], K(F)(σ) is defined by pointwise
substitution as the mapping of the tuple x˙ to the tuple 〈x˙(θ ◦ σ)〉θ : n′→m.
On arrows, given a morphism α : F→ G in Sets|LopΣ |, K(α) is a natural transformation
K(F)→ K(G) defined pointwisely as K(α)(n) : x˙ 7→ 〈αm(x˙(θ))〉θ : n→m.
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It is also useful to record the unit η : 1 → KU of the adjunction U a K. Given a
presheaf F : LopΣ → Sets, ηF : F→ KUF is a natural transformation defined by ηF(n) : x 7→
〈F(θ)(x)〉θ : n→m.
Saturation in PLP. We now come back to the question of the coalgebra structure on the
presheaf At modelling PLP. First, we are now able to represent p in (5) as a coalgebra map.





Σ , thus making naturality trivial. The coalgebra p will have the following type
p : UAt→ M̂prP̂cP̂fUAt (7)
where (̂·) is the obvious extension of Sets-endofunctors to Sets|LopΣ |-endofunctors, defined by
functor precomposition. With respect to the ground case, note the insertion of P̂c, the lifting
of the countable powerset functor, in order to account for the countably many instances of a
clause that may match the given goal (cf. the discussion below (5)).
I Example 16. Our program Pal (Example 14) is based on Atal : LopΣal → Sets. Some
of its values are Atal(0) = {Mary,Neigh(Mary),Neigh(Neigh(Mary)), . . . } and Atal(1) =
{x,Mary,Neigh(x),Neigh(Mary), . . . }. Part of the coalgebra pal modelling the program Pal is
as follows (cf. the tree (4)).
(pal)0(Hear_alarm(Mary)) = 0.8{{Alarm,Wake(Mary)}}+ 0.3{{Parasusia(Mary)}}
(pal)1(Alarm) = 0.5{{Earthquake}}+ 0.9{{Burglary}}
+ 0.1{{PassBy(Mary)}, {PassBy(Neigh(Mary))}, {PassBy(Neigh(x))}, . . . }
The universal property of the adjunction (6) gives a canonical “lifting” of p to a
KM̂prP̂cP̂fU-coalgebra p] on At, performing unification rather than just term-matching:
p] := At ηAt−−→ KUAt Kp−−→ KM̂prP̂cP̂fUAt (8)
where η is the unit of the adjunction, as defined above. Spelling it out, p] is the mapping
p]n : A ∈ At(n) 7→ 〈pm(Aθ)〉θ : n→m .
Intuitively, p]n retrieves all the unifiers 〈θ, τ〉 of A and head H in P: first, we have Aθ ∈ At(m)
as a component of the saturation of A by ηAt; then we term-match H with Aθ by Kpm.
I Remark 17. Note that the parameter n ∈ Ob(LopΣ ) in the natural transformation p] fixes
the pool {x1, . . . , xn} of variables appearing in the atoms (and relative substitutions) that are
considered in the computation. Analogously to the case of pure logic programs [17, 3], it is
intended that such n can always be chosen “big enough” so that all the relevant substitution
instances of the current goal and clauses in the program are covered – note the variables
occurring therein always form a finite set, included in {x1, . . . , xm} for some m ∈ N.
4.2 Derivation Semantics
Once we have identified our coalgebra type, the construction leading to the derivation
semantics J−Kp] for general PLP is completely analogous to the ground case. One can define
the cofree coalgebra for KM̂prP̂cP̂fU(−) by terminal sequence, similarly to Construction 7.
For simplicity, henceforth we denote the functor KM̂prP̂cP̂fU(−) by S.
I Construction 18. The terminal sequence for At×S(−) : SetsLopΣ → SetsLopΣ consists of a
sequence of objects Xα and morphisms δβα : Xβ → Xα, for α < β ∈ Ord, defined analogously
to Construction 7, with p] and S replacing p andMprPf .
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This terminal sequence converges by the following lemma.
I Proposition 19. S is accessible, and preserves monomorphisms.
Proof. Since both properties are preserved by composition, it suffices to show that they
hold for all the component functors. For M̂pr, P̂c and P̂f , they follow from accessibility
and mono-preservation of Mpr, Pc and Pf (see Proposition 8), as (co)limits in presheaf
categories are computed pointwise. For K and U , these properties are proven in [3]. J
Therefore the terminal sequence for At×S(−) converges at some limit ordinal, say γ, yielding
the final At× S(−)-coalgebra Xγ










idAt×J−Kp] // At× S(Xγ)
(9)
A careful inspection of the terminal sequence constructing Xγ allows to infer a representation
of its elements as trees, among which we have those representing computations by unification
of goals in a PLP program. We call these stochastic saturated derivation trees, as they extend
the derivation trees of Definition 5 and are the probabilistic variant of saturated and-or trees
in [3]. Using (9) one can easily verify that JAK is indeed the stochastic saturated derivation
tree for a given goal A. Example 15 provides a pictorial representation of one such tree.
I Definition 20 (Stochastic saturated derivation trees). Given a probabilistic logic program P,
a natural number n and an atom A ∈ At(n). The stochastic saturated derivation tree for A
in P is the possibly infinite tree T satisfying the following properties:
1. There are four kinds of nodes: atom-node (labelled with an atom), substitution-node
(labelled with a substitution), clause-node (labelled with •), instance-node (labelled with
), appearing alternatively in depth in this order. The root is an atom-node with label A.
2. Each clause-node is labelled with a probability value.
3. Suppose an atom-node s is labelled with A′ ∈ At(n′). For every substitution θ : n′ → m′,
s has exactly one (substitution-node) child t labelled with θ. For every clause r :: H ←
B1, . . . , Bk in P such that H matches A′θ (via some substitution), t has exactly one
(clause-)child u, and edge t → u is labelled with r. Then for every substitution τ such
that A′θ = Hτ and B1τ, . . . , Bkτ ∈ At(m′), u has exactly one (instance-)child v. Also
v has exactly |{B1τ, . . . , Bkτ}|-many (atom-)children, each labelled with one element in
{B1τ, . . . , Bkτ}.
4.3 Distribution Semantics
In this section we conclude by giving a coalgebraic perspective on the distribution semantics
〈〈−〉〉 for general PLP. Mimicking the ground case (Section 3.3), this will be presented as an
extension of the derivation semantics, via a “possible worlds” natural transformation. Also in
the general case, we want to guarantee that a single probability value is computable for a given
goal A from the corresponding tree 〈〈A〉〉 in the final coalgebra – whenever this probability
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is also computable in the “traditional” way (see (1)) of giving distribution semantics to
PLP. In this respect, the presence of variables and substitutions poses additional challenges,
for which we refer to Appendices A and B. In a nutshell, the issue is that the distribution
semantics counts the use of a clause in the program at most once, independently from how
many times that clause is used again in the computation. To account for this aspect in our
tree representation, we need to give enough information to determine which clause is used at
each step of the computation, so that a second use can be easily detected. Note that neither
our saturated derivation trees, nor a “naive” extension of them to distribution trees, carry
such information: what appears in there is only the instantiated heads and bodies, but in
general one cannot retrieve A from a substitution θ and the instantiation Aθ. This is best
illustrated via a simple example.
I Example 21. Consider the following program, based on the signature Σ = {a0} and two
1-ary predicates P , Q. It consists of two clauses:
0.5 :: P (x1)← Q(x1) 0.5 :: P (x1)← Q(x2)
The goal P (a) matches the head of both clauses. However, given the sole information of the
next goal beingQ(a), it is impossible to say whether the first clause has been used, instantiated
with x1 7→ a, or the second clause has been used, instantiated with x1 7→ a, x2 7→ a.
This observation motivates, as intermediate step towards the distribution semantics, the
addition of labels to clause-nodes in derivation trees, in order to make explicit which clause
is being applied. From the coalgebraic viewpoint, this just amounts to an extension of the
type of the term-matching coalgebra:
p˜ : UAt→ M̂pr(P̂cP̂fUAt× (UAt× UP̂fAt)).
Note the insertion of (−)× (UAt×UP̂fAt), which allows us to indicate at each step the head
(UAt) and the body (UP̂fAt) of the clause being used, its probability label being already
given by M̂pr. More formally, for any n and atom A ∈ At(n), we define1
p˜n(A) : 〈{B1τi, . . . , Bkτi}i∈I⊆N, 〈H, {B1, . . . , Bk}〉〉 7→
{
r (r ::H←B1, . . . , Bk) ∈ P, Hτi = A
0 otherwise
As in the case of p in (7), we can move from term-matching to unification by using the
universal property of the adjunction U a K, yielding p˜ ] : At → KM̂pr(P̂cP̂fUAt × (UAt ×
UP̂fAt)). For simplicity henceforth we denote the functor KM̂pr(P̂cP̂fU(−)×(UAt×P̂fUAt))
by R.
We are now able to conclude our characterisation of the distribution semantics. The
“possible worlds” transformation pw : Mpr ⇒ D≤1Pf (Definition 13) yields a natural trans-
formation p̂w : M̂pr → D̂≤1P̂f , defined pointwise by pw. We can use p̂w to translate R into
the functor KD̂≤1P̂f (P̂cP̂fU(−)× (UAt× P̂fUAt)), abbreviated as O, which is going to give
the type of saturated distribution trees for general PLP programs.
1 As noted in Remark 17, instantiating p˜ to some n ∈ Ob(LopΣ ) fixes a variable context {x1, . . . , xn} both
for the goal and the clause labels. In practice, because the set of clauses is always finite, it suffices to
chose n “big enough” so that the variables appearing in the clauses are included in {x1, . . . , xn}.
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As a simple extension of the developments in Section 4.2, we can construct the cofree
R-coalgebra Φ ∼=−→ At×R(Φ) via a terminal sequence. Similarly, one can obtain the cofree
O-coalgebra Ψ ∼=−→ At × O(Ψ). By the universal property of Ψ, all these ingredients get
together in the definition of the distribution semantics 〈〈−〉〉
p˜ ]



















At×OAt idAt×O(!Φ) // At×OΦ idAt×O(!Ψ) // At×OΨ
where !Φ and !Ψ are given by the evident universal properties, and show the role of the cofree
R-coalgebra Φ as an intermediate step. The layered construction of final coalgebras Ψ and Φ,
together with the above characterisation of 〈〈−〉〉
p˜ ]
, allow to conclude that the distribution




I Definition 22 (Saturated distribution tree). The saturated distribution tree for A ∈ At(n)
in P is the possibly infinite T satisfying the following properties based on Definition 20:
1. There are five kinds of nodes: in addition to the atom-, substitution-, clause- and instance-
nodes, there are world-nodes. The world-nodes are children of the substitution-nodes, and
parents of the clause nodes. The root and the order of the rest nodes are the same as in
Definition 20, condition 1. The clause-nodes are now labelled with clauses of P.
2. Suppose s is an atom node labelled with A′ ∈ At(n′), and t is a substitution-child of s
labelled with θ : n′ → m. Let C be the set of all clauses C such that Head(C) matches A′θ.
Then t has 2|C| world-children, each representing a subset X of C. If a child u represents
subset X, then the edge t → u has probability label ∏C∈X Label(C) ·∏C′∈C\X Label(C′).
Also u has |X| clause-children, one for each clause C ∈ X, labelled with the corresponding
clause. The rest for clause-nodes and instance-nodes are the same as in Definition 20,
condition 3.
I Remark 23. Note that, in principle, saturated distribution trees could be defined coal-
gebraically without the intermediate step of adding clause labels. This is to be expected:
coalgebra typically captures the one-step, “local” behaviour of a system. On the other hand,
as explained, the need for clause labels is dictated by a computational aspect involving the
depth of distribution trees, that is, a “non-local” dimension of the system.
We conclude with the pictorial representation of the saturated distribution tree of a goal in
our leading example.
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I Example 24. In the context of Example 14, the tree 〈〈Hear_alarm(x)〉〉 capturing the
distribution semantics of Hear_alarm(x) is (partially) depicted as follows. Note the presence
of clauses labelling the clause-nodes.
Hear alarm(x)
<latexit sha1_ba se64="hJ+KifK8TTcAGh5rlLSCc56Q ZK4=">AAACAHicbVA9SwNBEN2LXzF+n VpY2BxGITbhLgpaCjYpFYwGciHMbeZ0 yd4Hu3NiONL4V2wsFLH1Z9j5b9zEKz TxwcDjvRlm5gWpFJpc98sqzc0vLC6Vl ysrq2vrG/bm1rVOMsWxxROZqHYAGqWI sUWCJLZThRAFEm+CwfnYv7lHpUUSX9 EwxW4Et7EIBQcyUs/e8QkfSId5E0H5P ZCgotrD4ahnV926O4EzS7yCVFmBi579 6fcTnkUYE5egdcdzU+rmoEhwiaOKn2 lMgQ/gFjuGxhCh7uaTB0bOgVH6TpgoU zE5E/X3RA6R1sMoMJ0R0J2e9sbif14n o/C0m4s4zQhj/rMozKRDiTNOw+kLhZ zk0BDgSphbHX4HCjiZzComBG/65Vly3 ah7R/XG5XH1bL+Io8x22R6rMY+dsDPW ZBesxTgbsSf2wl6tR+vZerPef1pLVj Gzzf7A+vgG3wqWeg==</latexit>
x   M
<latexit sha1_ba se64="pHTYmEddskmK0GogNqx6FG6d nCw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8 bFzM1gFVyWpgi4LbtwIFewD2lAm00k7 dDIJMxOxhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/4zTNQl sPDBzOuZc59/gxZ0o7zrdVWFpeWV0rr pc2Nre2d+zdvaaKEklog0Q8km0fK8qZ oA3NNKftWFIc+py2/NHV1G/dU6lYJO 70OKZeiAeCBYxgbaSefdANsR6qIH1Ah sVKR+hm0rPLTsXJgBaJm5My5Kj37K9u PyJJSIUmHCvVcZ1YeymWmhFOJ6Vuom iMyQgPaMdQgUOqvDRLP0EnRumjIJLmC Y0y9fdGikOlxqFvJrOs895U/M/rJDq4 9FIm4kRTQWYfBQlH5sZpFajPJCWajw 3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1jJlODOn7xImtWKe 1ap3p6Xa8d5HUU4hCM4BRcuoAbXUIcG EHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY/ZaMHKd/bhD6 zPH30DlSU=</latexit>
x   x
<latexit sha1_base64="qoxox0bZ6 72lFIt25LZmMyWcZBU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gFVyWpgi4L blxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTKQ1FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbp2kW2npg4HDOvcy5x485U9 pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNFWUSEIbJOKRbPtYUc4EbWimOW3HkuLQ57T lj25mfuuBSsUica8nMfVCPBAsYARrI/Xso26I9VAF6RgZFisdofG0Z5edipMB LRM3J2XIUe/ZX91+RJKQCk04VqrjOrH2Uiw1I5xOS91E0RiTER7QjqECh1R5aZ Z+is6M0kdBJM0TGmXq740Uh0pNQt9MZlkXvZn4n9dJdHDtpUzEiaaCzD8KEo7 MjbMqUJ9JSjSfGIKJZCYrIkMsMdGmsJIpwV08eZk0qxX3olK9uyzXTvM6inAM J3AOLlxBDW6hDg0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRgpXvHMIfWJ8/vlqVUA==</late xit>
x   N(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="GX0hsBLaO HTV0Neuy6xv0m10oOE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAajEJuwGwUt AzZWEsE8IFnC7GQ2GTL7YGZWEpZt/BUbC0Vs/Qw7/8bJZgtNPDBwOOde5p7jRp xJZVnfRmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0z9w9aMowFoU0S8lB0XCwpZwFtKqY47USCYt/ ltO2Ob2Z++5EKycLgQU0j6vh4GDCPEay01DePej5WI+klE6RZJFWI7iqT87Rv lq2qlQEtEzsnZcjR6JtfvUFIYp8GinAsZde2IuUkWChGOE1LvVjSCJMxHtKupg H2qXSSLECKzrQyQF4o9AsUytTfGwn2pZz6rp7Mzl30ZuJ/XjdW3rWTsCCKFQ3 I/CMv5kjHnLWBBkxQovhUE0wE07ciMsICE6U7K+kS7MXIy6RVq9oX1dr9Zbl+ mtdRhGM4gQrYcAV1uIUGNIFACs/wCm/Gk/FivBsf89GCke8cwh8Ynz82TJYN</ latexit>
Alarm
<latexit sha1_ba se64="xciZpOOCKM7kFjIeZkpnPNq0 1V4=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCP XqZiCaeyC6a6BHjxSMm8kgAyezQCxNm djczvSrZ8B9ePGiMV//Fm3/jAHtQsJ JOKlXd6e7yYykMuu63s7S8srq2ntvIb 25t7+wW9vbrJko0hxqPZKSbPjMgRQg1 FCihGWtgypfQ8IfXE7/xANqIKLzDUQ wdxfqhCARnaKX7NsITmiC9kkyrcbdQd EvuFHSReBkpkgzVbuGr3Yt4oiBELpkx Lc+NsZMyjYJLGOfbiYGY8SHrQ8vSkC kwnXR69ZieWKVHg0jbCpFO1d8TKVPGj JRvOxXDgZn3JuJ/XivB4LKTijBOEEI+ WxQkkmJEJxHQntDAUY4sYVwLeyvlA6 YZRxtU3obgzb+8SOrlkndWKt+eFyvHW Rw5ckiOyCnxyAWpkBtSJTXCiSbP5JW8 OY/Oi/PufMxal5xs5oD8gfP5AxVWks s=</latexit>
Paracusia(N(x))
<latexit sha1_ba se64="b4tSFQDSyjWOdfxvhRLEsGyV LQc=">AAACAXicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr6 kZwM1iFdlOSKuiy4MaVVLAPaEOZTCft 0MmDmYlYQt34K25cKOLWv3Dn3zhJs9 DWAxcO59zLvfe4EWdSWda3sbS8srq2X tgobm5t7+yae/stGcaC0CYJeSg6LpaU s4A2FVOcdiJBse9y2nbHV6nfvqdCsj C4U5OIOj4eBsxjBCst9c3Dno/VSHpJA wtMYslw+ab8UKlM+2bJqloZ0CKxc1KC HI2++dUbhCT2aaAIx1J2bStSToKFYo TTabEXSxphMsZD2tU0wD6VTpJ9MEWnW hkgLxS6AoUy9fdEgn0pJ76rO7N7571U /M/rxsq7dBIWRLGiAZkt8mKOVIjSON CACUoUn2iCiWD6VkRGaRRKh1bUIdjzL y+SVq1qn1Vrt+el+kkeRwGO4BjKYMMF 1OEaGtAEAo/wDK/wZjwZL8a78TFrXT LymQP4A+PzB8lHllk=</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_ba se64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8V rKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PR l26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3Q SSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw 8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3K weHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPW AQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wj xhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL 4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwG KojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4 GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+Nj ERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymw mK4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxX RCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq 1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9 ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5 Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_base64="D3ORMLZ8+ YTNeGi5y2O8b+8VrKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PRl26GSyCq5LUgi4L blxWsA9oQplMJ+3QSSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw8MHM65l3vmBIngGh zn2yptbe/s7pX3KweHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPWAQ6C9RPFSBQI1gu md0u/N2NKcxk/wjxhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL4Z2zak7OfAmcQtS QwXaQ/vLG0maRiwGKojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGm WEQ6nMiwHn6u+NjERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymwmK4OhanAIPGyBTz iilEQc0MIVdxkxXRCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq1nUUUbn6AJdIRfd oBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5Oa</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_ba se64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8V rKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PR l26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3Q SSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw 8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3K weHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPW AQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wj xhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL 4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwG KojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4 GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+Nj ERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymw mK4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxX RCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq 1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9 ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5 Oa</latexit>
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="/I6fBNgKI FLNVKT94ae25iSA75A=">AAAB9XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcTEE9lFEj2S ePGIiYAJIOmWLjR0u5v2rYZs+B9ePGiMV/+LN/+NZdmDgpM0mcx7kzcdP5bCoO t+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNlGiGW+xSEb63qeGS6F4CwVKfh9rTkNf8o4 /uZ7PO49cGxGpO5zGvB/SkRKBYBSt9NALKY5NkPaGEZrZoFxxq24Gskq8nFQg R3NQ/rJGloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ+VeonhMWUTOuJdSxUNuemnWeoZObPKkA SRtk8hydTfjpSGxkxD325mKZdnc/G/WTfB4KqfChUnyBVbHAoSSTAi8wrIUGj OUE4toUwLm5WwMdWUoS2qZEvwlr+8Stq1qndRrd3WK416XkcRTuAUzsGDS2jA DTShBQw0PMMrvDlPzovz7nwsVgtO7jmGP3A+fwAu5ZLp</latexit>
Wake(N(x))
<latexit sha1_base6 4="MmtLlOiShqOsfULrNeBQ+ky/yJs=">AAAB/ HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dBKvQbkpSBV0W3L iSCvYBbSiT6aQdOpmEmYkYQv0VNy4UceuHuPN vnKZZaOuBgcM593LPHC9iVCrb/jYKa+sbm1vF7 dLO7t7+gXl41JFhLDBp45CFouchSRjlpK2oYq QXCYICj5GuN72e+90HIiQN+b1KIuIGaMypTzF SWhqa5UGA1ET6aRdNSfW2+lirzYZmxa7bGaxV4 uSkAjlaQ/NrMApxHBCuMENS9h07Um6KhKKYkV lpEEsSITxFY9LXlKOASDfNws+sM62MLD8U+nFl ZervjRQFUiaBpyezqMveXPzP68fKv3JTyqNYE Y4Xh/yYWSq05k1YIyoIVizRBGFBdVYLT5BAWO m+SroEZ/nLq6TTqDvn9cbdRaV5mtdRhGM4gSo4 cAlNuIEWtAFDAs/wCm/Gk/FivBsfi9GCke+U4 Q+Mzx/Cd5QW</latexit>
Hear alarm(x)  Alarm,Wake(x)
<latexit  sha1_base64="E utX3SIyAQS7rLvDy 3Dw8ZONNXo=">AA ACInicbVDLSgMxF M34rPVVdekmWAQFK TMqqLuKmy4r2Ad0 SrmT3tHQzGRIMmo Z+i1u/BU3LhR1Jfg xpo+FWg8EDufcy8 05QSK4Nq776czMz s0vLOaW8ssrq2vrh Y3NupapYlhjUkjV DECj4DHWDDcCm4l CiAKBjaB3MfQbt6g 0l/GV6SfYjuA65i FnYKzUKZz5gbzHb uZHYG50mFUQlN8BA Srau9+nvsDQgFLy jp4PtQPagB5aZzD oFIpuyR2BThNvQop kgmqn8O53JUsjjA 0ToHXLcxPTzkAZz gQO8n6qMQHWg2tsW RpDhLqdjSIO6K5V ujSUyr7Y0JH6cyO DSOt+FNjJUZK/3lD 8z2ulJjxtZzxOUo MxGx8KU0GNpMO+a JcrZEb0LQGmuP0rZ TeggBnbat6W4P2N PE3qhyXvqHR4eVw s00kdObJNdsge8cg JKZMKqZIaYeSBPJ EX8uo8Os/Om/MxH p1xJjtb5Becr29x2 qQR</latexit>
Hear alarm(x)  Paracusia(x)
<latexit sha1_ba se64="r+NH/YjOp+F4HS9kbC0DFyoG 7d0=">AAACIHicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1 aOXxSLUS0lUqEfBi8cKthWaEl62L7q4 yYbdjbaE/hQv/hUvHhTRm/4at20OWh 1YGGbe4+1MmAqujet+OnPzC4tLy6WV8 ura+sZmZWu7rWWmGLaYFFJdhaBR8ARb hhuBV6lCiEOBnfD2bOx37lBpLpNLM0 yxF8N1wiPOwFgpqDT8UA6wn/sxmBsd5 ecIyg9AgIprgwPqC4wMKCXvaRMUsExz sPpoFFSqbt2dgP4lXkGqpEAzqHz4fc myGBPDBGjd9dzU9HJQhjOBo7KfaUyB3 cI1di1NIEbdyycBR3TfKn0aSWVfYuhE /bmRQ6z1MA7t5CTHrDcW//O6mYlOej lP0sxgwqaHokxQI+m4LdrnCpkRQ0uAK W7/StnNuAhjOy3bErzZyH9J+7DuHdUP L46rp7Soo0R2yR6pEY80yCk5J03SIo w8kCfyQl6dR+fZeXPep6NzTrGzQ37B+ foGxVGj1Q==</latexit>
Hear alarm(x)  Alarm,Wake(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="EutX3SIyA QS7rLvDy3Dw8ZONNXo=">AAACInicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWAQFKTMqqLuK my4r2Ad0SrmT3tHQzGRIMmoZ+i1u/BU3LhR1Jfgxpo+FWg8EDufcy805QSK4Nq 776czMzs0vLOaW8ssrq2vrhY3NupapYlhjUkjVDECj4DHWDDcCm4lCiAKBjaB 3MfQbt6g0l/GV6SfYjuA65iFnYKzUKZz5gbzHbuZHYG50mFUQlN8BASrau9+n vsDQgFLyjp4PtQPagB5aZzDoFIpuyR2BThNvQopkgmqn8O53JUsjjA0ToHXLcx PTzkAZzgQO8n6qMQHWg2tsWRpDhLqdjSIO6K5VujSUyr7Y0JH6cyODSOt+FNj JUZK/3lD8z2ulJjxtZzxOUoMxGx8KU0GNpMO+aJcrZEb0LQGmuP0rZTeggBnb at6W4P2NPE3qhyXvqHR4eVws00kdObJNdsge8cgJKZMKqZIaYeSBPJEX8uo8Os /Om/MxHp1xJjtb5Becr29x2qQR</latexit>
Hear alarm(x)  Paracusia(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="r+NH/YjOp +F4HS9kbC0DFyoG7d0=">AAACIHicbVBNS8NAFNz4WetX1aOXxSLUS0lUqEfB i8cKthWaEl62L7q4yYbdjbaE/hQv/hUvHhTRm/4at20OWh1YGGbe4+1MmAquje t+OnPzC4tLy6WV8ura+sZmZWu7rWWmGLaYFFJdhaBR8ARbhhuBV6lCiEOBnfD 2bOx37lBpLpNLM0yxF8N1wiPOwFgpqDT8UA6wn/sxmBsd5ecIyg9AgIprgwPq C4wMKCXvaRMUsExzsPpoFFSqbt2dgP4lXkGqpEAzqHz4fcmyGBPDBGjd9dzU9H JQhjOBo7KfaUyB3cI1di1NIEbdyycBR3TfKn0aSWVfYuhE/bmRQ6z1MA7t5CT HrDcW//O6mYlOejlP0sxgwqaHokxQI+m4LdrnCpkRQ0uAKW7/StnNuAhjOy3b ErzZyH9J+7DuHdUPL46rp7Soo0R2yR6pEY80yCk5J03SIow8kCfyQl6dR+fZeX Pep6NzTrGzQ37B+foGxVGj1Q==</latexit>
...
<latexit sha1_ba se64="D3ORMLZ8+YTNeGi5y2O8b+8V rKM=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62PR l26GSyCq5LUgi4LblxWsA9oQplMJ+3Q SSbM3BRq6Je4caGIWz/FnX/jNM1CWw 8MHM65l3vmBIngGhzn2yptbe/s7pX3K weHR8dV++S0q2WqKOtQKaTqB0QzwWPW AQ6C9RPFSBQI1gumd0u/N2NKcxk/wj xhfkTGMQ85JWCkoV31IgITHWbebCRBL 4Z2zak7OfAmcQtSQwXaQ/vLG0maRiwG KojWA9dJwM+IAk4FW1S8VLOE0CkZs4 GhMYmY9rM8+AJfGmWEQ6nMiwHn6u+Nj ERaz6PATOYx172l+J83SCG89TMeJymw mK4OhanAIPGyBTziilEQc0MIVdxkxX RCFKFguqqYEtz1L2+SbqPuXtcbD81aq 1nUUUbn6AJdIRfdoBa6R23UQRSl6Bm9 ojfryXqx3q2P1WjJKnbO0B9Ynz+Eg5 Oa</latexit>
x   M
<latexit sha1_ba se64="pHTYmEddskmK0GogNqx6FG6d nCw=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8 bFzM1gFVyWpgi4LbtwIFewD2lAm00k7 dDIJMxOxhuKvuHGhiFv/w51/4zTNQl sPDBzOuZc59/gxZ0o7zrdVWFpeWV0rr pc2Nre2d+zdvaaKEklog0Q8km0fK8qZ oA3NNKftWFIc+py2/NHV1G/dU6lYJO 70OKZeiAeCBYxgbaSefdANsR6qIH1Ah sVKR+hm0rPLTsXJgBaJm5My5Kj37K9u PyJJSIUmHCvVcZ1YeymWmhFOJ6Vuom iMyQgPaMdQgUOqvDRLP0EnRumjIJLmC Y0y9fdGikOlxqFvJrOs895U/M/rJDq4 9FIm4kRTQWYfBQlH5sZpFajPJCWajw 3BRDKTFZEhlphoU1jJlODOn7xImtWKe 1ap3p6Xa8d5HUU4hCM4BRcuoAbXUIcG EHiEZ3iFN+vJerHerY/ZaMHKd/bhD6 zPH30DlSU=</latexit>
x   N(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="GX0hsBLaO HTV0Neuy6xv0m10oOE=">AAACAHicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+Vi0sbAajEJuwGwUt AzZWEsE8IFnC7GQ2GTL7YGZWEpZt/BUbC0Vs/Qw7/8bJZgtNPDBwOOde5p7jRp xJZVnfRmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0z9w9aMowFoU0S8lB0XCwpZwFtKqY47USCYt/ ltO2Ob2Z++5EKycLgQU0j6vh4GDCPEay01DePej5WI+klE6RZJFWI7iqT87Rv lq2qlQEtEzsnZcjR6JtfvUFIYp8GinAsZde2IuUkWChGOE1LvVjSCJMxHtKupg H2qXSSLECKzrQyQF4o9AsUytTfGwn2pZz6rp7Mzl30ZuJ/XjdW3rWTsCCKFQ3 I/CMv5kjHnLWBBkxQovhUE0wE07ciMsICE6U7K+kS7MXIy6RVq9oX1dr9Zbl+ mtdRhGM4gQrYcAV1uIUGNIFACs/wCm/Gk/FivBsf89GCke8cwh8Ynz82TJYN</ latexit>
x   x
<latexit sha1_base64="qoxox0bZ6 72lFIt25LZmMyWcZBU=">AAAB/XicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf8bFzM1gFVyWpgi4L blxWsA9oQ5lMJ+3QySTMTKQ1FH/FjQtF3Pof7vwbp2kW2npg4HDOvcy5x485U9 pxvq3Cyura+kZxs7S1vbO7Z+8fNFWUSEIbJOKRbPtYUc4EbWimOW3HkuLQ57T lj25mfuuBSsUica8nMfVCPBAsYARrI/Xso26I9VAF6RgZFisdofG0Z5edipMB LRM3J2XIUe/ZX91+RJKQCk04VqrjOrH2Uiw1I5xOS91E0RiTER7QjqECh1R5aZ Z+is6M0kdBJM0TGmXq740Uh0pNQt9MZlkXvZn4n9dJdHDtpUzEiaaCzD8KEo7 MjbMqUJ9JSjSfGIKJZCYrIkMsMdGmsJIpwV08eZk0qxX3olK9uyzXTvM6inAM J3AOLlxBDW6hDg0g8AjP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PRgpXvHMIfWJ8/vlqVUA==</late xit>
. . .
<latexit sha1_base64="/I6fBNgKI FLNVKT94ae25iSA75A=">AAAB9XicbVBNTwIxFHyLX4hfqEcvjcTEE9lFEj2S ePGIiYAJIOmWLjR0u5v2rYZs+B9ePGiMV/+LN/+NZdmDgpM0mcx7kzcdP5bCoO t+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUNlGiGW+xSEb63qeGS6F4CwVKfh9rTkNf8o4 /uZ7PO49cGxGpO5zGvB/SkRKBYBSt9NALKY5NkPaGEZrZoFxxq24Gskq8nFQg R3NQ/rJGloRcIZPUmK7nxthPqUbBJJ+VeonhMWUTOuJdSxUNuemnWeoZObPKkA SRtk8hydTfjpSGxkxD325mKZdnc/G/WTfB4KqfChUnyBVbHAoSSTAi8wrIUGj OUE4toUwLm5WwMdWUoS2qZEvwlr+8Stq1qndRrd3WK416XkcRTuAUzsGDS2jA DTShBQw0PMMrvDlPzovz7nwsVgtO7jmGP3A+fwAu5ZLp</latexit>
Alarm
<latexit sha1_base64="xciZpOOCK M7kFjIeZkpnPNq01V4=">AAAB9XicbVDLTgJBEJz1ifhCPXqZiCaeyC6a6BHj xSMm8kgAyezQCxNmdjczvSrZ8B9ePGiMV//Fm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e7yYykMuu 63s7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vbrJko0hxqPZKSbPjMgRQg1FCihGWtgypfQ8If XE7/xANqIKLzDUQwdxfqhCARnaKX7NsITmiC9kkyrcbdQdEvuFHSReBkpkgzV buGr3Yt4oiBELpkxLc+NsZMyjYJLGOfbiYGY8SHrQ8vSkCkwnXR69ZieWKVHg0 jbCpFO1d8TKVPGjJRvOxXDgZn3JuJ/XivB4LKTijBOEEI+WxQkkmJEJxHQntD AUY4sYVwLeyvlA6YZRxtU3obgzb+8SOrlkndWKt+eFyvHWRw5ckiOyCnxyAWp kBtSJTXCiSbP5JW8OY/Oi/PufMxal5xs5oD8gfP5AxVWkss=</latexit> ...
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A Computability of the Distribution Semantics (Ground Case)
Computing with distribution trees. As a justification for our tree representation of the
distribution semantics, we claimed that the probability PrP(A) associated with a goal (see
(1)) can be straightforwardly computed from the corresponding distribution tree 〈〈A〉〉p. This
appendix supplies such an algorithm. Note this serves just as a proof of concept, without
any claim of efficiency compared to pre-existing implementations. In the sequel we fix a
ground PLP program P with atoms At, a goal A ∈ At and the distribution tree T for A in P
(Definition 9). First, we may assume that T does not contain loop (which implies that T is
finite). Indeed, in the ground case loops only results from multiple appearance of an atom in
some path, which can be easily detected. We can prune the subtrees of T rooted by atoms
that already appeared at an earlier stage: this does not affect the computation of PrP(A),
and it makes T finite. Next, we introduce the concept of deterministic subtree. Basically a
deterministic subtree selects one world-node at each stage. Recall that every clause-node
in T represents a clause in |P|, whose head is the label of its atom-grandparent, and body
consists of the labels of its atom-children.
I Definition 25. A subtree S of T is deterministic if (i) it contains exactly one child
(world-node) for each atom-node and all children for other nodes, and (ii) for any distinct
atom-nodes s, t in S with the same label, s and t have their clause-grandchildren representing
the same clauses.
The idea is that S describes a computation in which the choice of a possible world (i.e., a
sub-program of P) associated to any atom B appearing during the resolution is uniquely
determined. Because of this feature, each deterministic subtree uniquely identifies a set of
sub-programs of P, and together the deterministic subtrees of T form a partition over the set
of these sub-programs (see Proposition 27 below).
Since T is finite, it is clear that we can always provide an enumeration of its deterministic
subtrees. We can now present our algorithm, in two steps. First, Algorithm 1 computes the
probability associated with a deterministic subtree. Second, Algorithm 2 computes PrP(A)
by summing up the probabilities found by Algorithm 1 on all the deterministic subtrees of T
which contains a refutation of A. Below we write label(s→ t) for the probability labelling
the edge from s to t.
Algorithm 1 Compute probability of a deterministic subtree.
Input: A deterministic subtree S of T
Output: The probability of S
1: probList = [ ]
2: for atom-node s in S do
3: if s has child then
4: probList += label(s→ child(s))
5: if probList == [ ] then
6: return 0
7: else prob = product of values in probList
8: return prob
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Algorithm 2 Compute probability of a goal.
Input: The distribution tree T of A in P
Output: The success probability PrP(A)
1: probSuc = 0
2: for deterministic subtree S of T do
3: if S refutes A then
4: probSuc += Algorithm 1(S)
5: return probSuc
The above procedure terminates because T is finite and every for-loop is finite. We now
focus on the correctness of the algorithm.
Correctness. As mentioned, a world-node in a deterministic subtree can be seen as a choice
of clauses: one chooses the clauses represented by its clause-children, and discards the clauses
represented by its “complement” world. For correctness, we make this precise, via the
following definition.
I Definition 26. Given a clause C in P, a deterministic subtree S of T , a world-node t and
its atom-parent s in S, we say t accepts C if Head(C) = label(s) and there is a clause-child
of t that represents C; t rejects C if Head(C) = label(s) but no clause-child of t represents C.
We say S accepts ( rejects) C if there exists a world-node t in S accepts (rejects) C.
Note that Definition 25, condition (ii) prevents the existence of world-nodes t, t′ in S such
that t accepts C and t′ rejects C. Thus the notion that S accepts (rejects) C is well-defined.
We denote the set of clauses accepted and rejected by S by Acc(S) and Rej(S), respectively.
Then we can define the set SubProg(S) of sub-programs represented by S as
SubProg(S) := {L ⊆ |P| | ∀C ∈ Acc(S), C ∈ L;∀C′ ∈ Rej(S), C′ /∈ L} (10)
We will prove the correctness of the algorithm through the following basic observations on
the connection between deterministic subtrees and the sub-programs they represent:
I Proposition 27. Suppose S is a deterministic subtree of the distribution tree T of A.
1. {SubProg(S) | S is deterministic subtree of T } forms a partition of P(P).





ri∈S ri, where the ris are all the probability labels appearing in
S (on the atom-node→ world-node edges).
Proof.
1. Given any two distinct deterministic subtrees, there is an atom-node s such that the
subtrees include distinct world-child of s. So by (10) the sub-programs they represent do
not share at least one clause. Moreover, given a sub-program L, one can always identify a
deterministic subtree S such that L ∈ SubProg(S), as follows: given the A-labelled root
of T , select the world-child w of A representing the (possibly empty) set X of all clauses
in L whose head is A; then select the children (if any) of w, and repeat the procedure.
2. Note that a sub-program L ∈ SubProg(S) refutes the goal A iff S contains a successful
refutation of A, and the latter property is independent of the choice of L.
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3. We refer to
∏
ri∈S ri as the probability of the deterministic subtree S. For each sub-







(1− Label(C′)) · PrP\(Acc∪Rej)(L \ Acc(S)) (11)
Note that SubProg(S) can also be written as {X ∪ Acc(S) | X ⊆ P \ (Acc(S) ∪ Rej(S))},
so ∑
L∈SubProg(S)
PrP\(Acc∪Rej)(L \ Acc(S)) = 1. (12)









For each world-node t and its atom-parent s, we can use the terminology in Definition 26,
































If we say two world-nodes t and t′ are equivalent if their clause-children represent exactly the
same clauses in P, then the
∏
(world-node t in S) in the above calculation visits every world-node
exactly once modulo equivalence. J


























In words, this is exactly Algorithm 2: we sum up the probabilities of all deterministic subtrees
S of the distribution tree T which contain a proof of A.
B Computability of the Distribution Semantics (General Case)
Computability of the distribution semantics for arbitrary PLP programs relies on the substitu-
tion mechanism employed in the resolution. This aspect deserves a preliminary discussion.
Traditionally, logic programming has both the theorem-proving and problem-solving per-
spectives [18]. From the problem-solving perspective, the aim is to find a refutation of the
goal ← G, which amounts to finding a proof of some substitution instance of G. From
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the theorem-proving perspective, the aim is to search for a proof of the goal G itself as an
atom. The main difference is in the substitution mechanism of resolution: unification for
the problem-solving and term-matching for the theorem-proving perspective. We will first
explore computability within the theorem-proving perspective. As resolution tehrein is by
term-matching, the probability PrTMP (A) of proving a goal A in a PLP program P is formulated
as PrTMP (A) :=
∑
|P|⊇L⇒A
PrP(L), where L⇒ A means that A is derivable in the sub-program
L (not to be confused with L ` A, which stands for some substitution instance of A being
derivable in L, see (1)).
In our coalgebraic framework, the distribution semantics for general PLP programs is
represented on “saturated” trees, in which computations are performed by unification.
However, following [3], one can define the TM (Term Matching) distribution tree of a goal
A in a program P by “desaturation” of the saturated distribution tree for A in P. The
coalgebraic definition, for which we refer to [3], applies pointwise on the saturated tree the
counit UAt : UKUAt → UAt of the adjunction U a K (cf. (6)). The TM distribution tree
which results from “desaturation” can be described very simply: at each layer of the starting
saturated distribution tree, one prunes all the subtrees which are not labelled with the identity
substitution id := x1 7→ x1, x2 7→ x2, . . . . In this way, the only remaining computation are
those in which resolution only applies a non-trivial substitution on the clause side, that is, in
which unification is restricted to term-matching.
Computability of term-macthing distribution semantics. One may compute the success
probability PrTMP (A) in P from the TM distribution tree of A in P. The computation goes
similarly to Algorithm 2 : the problem amounts to calculating the probabilities of those
deterministic subtrees of the distribution tree which prove the goal. We confine ourselves to
some remarks on the aspects that require extra care, compared to the ground case.
1. The probability PrTMP (A) is not computable in whole generality. It depends on whether
one can decide all the proofs of A in the pure logic program |P|, and there are various
heuristics in logic programming for this task.
2. It is still possible to decide whether a subtree is deterministic, but the algorithm in the
general case is a bit subtler, as it is now possible that two different goals match the same
clause (instantiated in two different ways).
3. When calculating the probability of a deterministic subtree in the TM distribution tree,
multiple appearances of a single clause (possibly instantiated with different substitutions)
should be counted only once. In order to ensure this one needs to be able to identify
which clause is applied at each step of the computation described by the distribution
trees: this is precisely the reason of the addition of the clause labels in the coalgebra type
of these trees, as discussed in Section 4.3.
We conclude by briefly discussing the problem-solving perspective, in which resolution is
based on arbitrary unification rather than just term-matching. In standard SLD-resolution,
computability relies on the possibly of identifying the most general unifier between a goal and
the head of a given clause. This can be done also within saturated distribution trees, since
saturation supplies all the unifiers, thus in particular the most general one. This means that,
on principle, one may compute the distribution semantics based on most general unification
from the saturated distributed tree associated with a goal, with similar caveats as the ones
we described for the term-matching case. However, the lack of a satisfactory coalgebraic
treatment of most general unifiers [3] makes us privilege the theorem-proving perspective
discussed above, for which desaturation provides an elegant categorical formalisation. This
is also in line with the series of works [17, 19] on coalgebraic (pure) logic programming, all
based on term-matching as substitution mechanism.
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